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Part A '

INTRODUCTION TO THE,PORTFOLIO

' The Member States in the region of Asia and the Pacific
which'are still faced with the problem of illiteracy, are
now intensifying the struggle against illiteracy.through the
organization of a series of training programmes for the
literacy personnel working in various aspects of literacy
activities. The Unesco Regional Office For Education in Asia
and the Pacific has been cooperating with the Member States
in't6 national and sub-national training iDrogrammes for
literacy personnel.

One of the common problems in the organization of the
natioAal literacy training programmes is the ladk of training
materials on various aspects of literacy activities. The
lack of training materials and the need for developing ihem ,
was discussed.in the Regional Literacy Workshop held,in
Udaiptir,- India from 29-November to 20 December 1979.

'The Regional Literacy Workshop recommended that Unesco.,
should develop a "Portfolio of Literacy Materials" comprising
aseries of monographs on varibus aspects of literacy, parti-
cularly on those areas which were thoroughly iscussed,at the
Regional Literacy Workshop. The monographs s ould' le developed
utilizing the reports. of the workshops as ell as the codntry
reports, case studies, background,papers nd ,other related

papers prepAred.for,the workshop.

Followirig these recommendations, mono raPhs on Curriculum
Motivational Materials, Instructional Materials and Follow-up .

Materials including those for the Media have been preparecym
the basis of the 4eliberations,and'recommendation of the
,Regional Literacy Workshop held from'29 November to 20 Decem-'
ber 1979 in Udaipur, India.

G

This portfOlio includes the following .1t

1. Bri,ef Report of the proceedings of the Regional
LiteracY Workshop on the Development of Curricular,
Mbtivational, _Instructional and Follow-up Material's
including those for Media, Held in Udaipu±, India

.froff,29PNoveMber.to 20 December 1979.

3
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Curriculum development in litergcy

2.\

3.

4.

5.

Monograph

,plonograph

Monograph

Mdnograph.
INCLUDING

on CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT,

on DEVELOPMAZ OP MOTIVATIONAL MATERIALS

on DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRAJCTIONAL MATERIALS

on DEVELOPMENT OF FOLLOW,UP gATERIALS
MEDIA MATERIALS 1.

Format of the Monographs
I.

The first monograph includes.items 1 and 2 and the
others cover themes.3 to 5. The four monographs conStitute a
package, but each one can be read separately and in any order.

e.

-

The mOnographs contain a copceptual framework outlining
the principles of the particular theme within which the'prac-
tical 'experiences of the Member States (particularly-thpse of
the countries which participated in the Regional Zateracy
Wokkshop) have been, placed: The deliberations of the Workshop
as also the samples of materials produced by the participants
form the illustrative examples for the theoretical framework.

Intended audience for the Portfoli6

This Poitfolio of Literacy Materials may be 1140 as
training mater.ials during national and sub-national training
prog9mmes in the Member States. Further, it,is hoped that
literacy personnel wOrking in different fieldd of literacy
programmes may find the mater.ials,useful to increase their
stocklof.khowledge and competency: A.

111.

How to 6se the Moriographi in trainin4 6

As badsgiound materials

The mdhograph-s can be used as background,reading fr

materials for training in any.one of Ithe four areas, or
in'the general area of literacy tlaining. The entire

. -
package or eacil individual monograph.can be used 'for. ,

discussion on a partiqular theme. 7 ,

I 1 '!
%

Fior.process simulation I.

-

In all four monographs the pFocesses of developing
a curriculum or4different'kinds of materials are Os,
cussed. In literacy training programmes, these prodes-
ses may be analysed bY the participants and simulated
during the training'as a particular exercise.

4
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9.

Intpduction:to the portfolio

. 'As an exercige in materials production

The monographs describe the various ways in which
materials are prefeced. A literacy training programme
may.simUlate and elaborate upon,the different' methods.

. Not all the possible,formats of the different types
of Materials (motivatiOnal, instructanal and follow-up
and media materials) shave been fully illustrated in the .

Monographs. Formats that have not been given here May
be-worked out dgring.the training programme ittelf.

As a course of lectures

The monographs may be used gs basic source material
by resource persons for a.course of lectures on the four
themes.

1, '

.As a caser study,

The four monographs and the brief report may be used

as a casegtudy to analyse the processes of training in

materials and burriculum development.

As an evaluative tool
I

- , The monographs may be used for comparison with the'
-,. results of similak literacy training workshops to eval-

..
-.hate the results of the Viorkshop as measured against

the package.

As a hand-book

The monographsidraw upon the experiences of twelve
,yarticipating Member States. These experiences serve as
valUable..MOdels in literacy training.

The monographs, therefore,provide selected information
on the practibes traihing in these countries.

-

116.
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PROCEEDINGS AND METHODS OF THE FIRST
REGIdNAL LITERACY WORKSHOP ON DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULAR,
MoTIVATIONAL, INSTRUCTIONAL ANp FOLLOW-UP MATERIALS

INCLUDING THOSE FOR MEDIA

L

Introduction
r

.

The General Conference of Unesco, in its nineteenth and
twentietW sessions, took note of the worldwid concern regard-
ing the growing and seriOus problem of illitera y and its

timpac on the widening g4p between the rich and he poor;
bftween.the urban and rural populations and between the pri-
vileged and the under-privileged pqpulations. The General
'ConferencevrecomMended to the Member States as well as to
the International Organizations various measures to be taken
toadvarice the struggle against illiteracy in the developing

tli * countries.'

Problems. of illiteracy aie very serious in the region
,of Asia and the Pacific for the,very simple fact that more
than half of the ifliterate population of the earth lives in
this region. Unless the situation of.illiteracy is changed'

' in this region, the world situation will not be improved. In
response to it, Unesco convtned a Regional Meeting Of Experts
in Literay in Asia and Oceania,in Bangkok in 1977. In this
Meeting,sexperts from the Member States in the region where
illiteracy is a grave probln surveyed in detail the literacy
situation. The survey highli hted the following facts,:

1. The problpm of illite cy is growing in seriousness.
The absolute number of illiterate people in the region
is increasing even though the percentage of the total .

population who ace illiterate is declining Slightly.

2. Most of the developing countries in the region have
attached great iipportance to literacy programmes.
These programmes whic4used to be treated peripherally
have now become programmes of national'priority.

3. Almost all the Member States are adopting comprehen-
,

sive literacy programmes now. Teaching of the 'three
R's with a single emphasis on narrow skills is being

. 11



Proceedings of the Workshop

replaced by literacy programmes with broader object-
ives and with the components of awareness'building;
improying work,skills and develpping learning skills;
i.e., all aspects of improving the quality of life.
Afternalising the situatiOn; the ExpertS''meeting
reported as follows

Literacy programmes basically involve
national effort. The guiding principle is, .

therefore, endogenous developlent based
on utilization of the internal-resources
of each coUhtry. Mechanisms have to be
devised in each country whereby natipnal
capacities Are strengthened to meet the
country's essential needs. There is, how-
ever, an important place for regional and
international co2Operation for enhancing'
national capabIlities by the exchange of
information, insighes anFtechnical expert-
ise. For the promotion and co-ordination
of,such exchanges,,a regional mechan4.sm is
negOed which may be in the fort of a Regional
Panel of Literacy Exports, each'country "parti-
cipating by choice.

The major areas of regional co-dpera-
tion could be 1 J1)-development of literacy

.strategies; (2) training and m&thods; (3)
development of teaching/learning materials;
(4) research and evaluation; and (5) post-
literacy. programmes.

The.Meeting emphasized that training of personnel work-
ing in various aspects of.literacy progratmes, particularly,
pin the field of development of curricula and materials, plan-
ning and,administration, and research and evtuatioh should .

te priority aneas for regional.activities.

In 1978; Unedco constituted the Reigional Panel4of Eipertse
in Literacy. The first meeting of the Panel-was held in New, ,

Delhi in 1978. The Panel took up training and research as the
main themes for-the first meeting and identified the,types of

. persons to be trained at the regional levels. Content and me-
thods for the training of literacy personnel were also sug-
gested. The meeting deliberaited on the types of research,
programmes to be given priority and the. Methodologies of

7'
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Curriculum development in literacy

research in literacy. The Panel emphasized the need for the
training of three categories of personnel on a priority basis:

.1. Personnel engaged in the development of curricula
and instructional materials, including media materials;

2. PersOhnel engaged in the planning and administration
of literacy programmes; and

/
3. Personnel engaged in research and evaluation of the

literacy programmes.

Following thse recommendationS.and in pursUance of
Resolution No.1/.1/1 adopted by the General Conference of
Unesco at its Twentieth Session, this Office convened the
Planning Meeting of Experts for Regional Literacy Personnel
Training rn Bangkok on 17-26 May1979. After reviewing...train-
ing needs in literacy in the region, the Planning Meeting
developed a 'training programme for the following three traiA-
ing workshops

1. A iegional LitdraCy Workshop on Deyelopment of Cur-
ricular; Motivational, Instructional and-Follow-up
Materials incldding those fqr Media, 6n 29 November-
20 December 1979 in Udaipur, India.

4:4
4

2. A Regional Literacy Woikshop on Planning, Administra7

tion, and Monitoring;. in April 1980 in, Ho Chi Minh
City, Socialist Republic of Viet Nam.

3. A Regional Literacy Workshop on Research and Evalua-
tion, at the end of 1980 or at thi beginning of 1981, .

. in Indonesia.

All'three countries havemagre.ed'to act as hosts ;,or the,
_Regional Literacy Workshops as suggested by the Planning
Meeting. , , .

Organization of the First Regional Literatv Workshop

As agreed between Unesco.and the.Minidry of Education
and Social Welfare of the Government of India, the First

Development of Curricular,Mo-
Follow-up'Materials including
in Udaipur, India from.29
The Ddrectorate of Adult Edu-
and Social Welfare was the

Regional Literacy Workshop on
tivational, Instructiohal and
those for Zedia was organized
November to 20 December 1979.
cation, Ministry of Education
hOst,Intitute.

8
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Proceedings ofthe Workshop

The Workshop was attended by.27 ParticipantS'and-2
observers frbm Afghanistan, Bangladesh,. Burma, India, Indo-
nesia, Laos, Nepal, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines,
Republic of Viet Nam and Thailand.

Theyorkshop,elected Mi. B.C. Rokadiya (India) as Chair-

man, Mr. Le Son (Republic of Viet Nam) and Mr. Abdul Aziz

Memon (Fakistan) as Vice-chairman, and Mrs. Santanina T.
Rasul as Rapporteur.of the Workshop:

The faculty members of the Workshop comprised a staff
'member from Unesco ROEAO, Mr. T.M. Sakya, and resource
persons (Professor C.J. Daswani and Professor M.S. Thirumalai)
from the host institute. The Workshop was also attended by Mr.
P. Sabanayagan, Secretary to the Government of India in the
Ministry of Education-and Social Welfare, MrAnil Bordia.,
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Education, Dr. D.S. Kothari,
Chairman of the Review Committee of National AdultdEdudation
Programme in India, and Mr. Jagat Mehta, former Foreign
Secretary of the Government of India, as guest speakers.

The inaugural session of the Workshop was addressed by
Dr. M.S. Mehta, an eminent adult educationist in India and
Mr. A. Chiba, Deputy Director, Unesco. Regional Office, Bangkok.
The closing session of the Workshop was acldressed by Dr. J.D.

Sethi, 'Member of the Planning Commissioa, India.

Objectives of the Workshop

The objectives of the Workshdp as suggested by the Plan-
ning Meeting of May 1979 were as"follows:

General Objectives
. .

- to share and understand the experiences of Member

'' i't
.

States in i eracy and non-formal education; and

to provide learning experiences to key personnel
in,order to improve their capabilities in (a) de-
veloping programmes integrated with development and
(b) planning and conducting national and sub-national
programmes,

f.

Specific Objectives

- to ,share experiences in curricula, materials produc-
'Lion andamedia software with special reference to
the relevant policy directives kept in view, pro- 4

cedures used'and products achieved;
'

9
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Cumviculum development in literacy

to frame guidelines for the development of integrated
curricula and appropriate haterials;

to improve the skills of-participants in the tech-
niques and processes of, developing and testing
curricula, materials and media software; and

,

- to formulate draft national training programmes for
the development of curricular, motivational, instruc-
tional, follow-up and media materials.

Workshop sessions and methodologies

The Workshop was organized in 15 plenary sessions, 4
panej. discussion sessions, 9 group-work sessions and 4 days'
fien work from 29 November to 20 December 1979.

The Workshop activities were conducted through the.fol-
lowing stages:

I. Sharing of-country experiences;

2. Clarification of the concepts, approaches, thethodol-

ogies and processes of developing curricula and-
materials;

3. Field study;

4. Practical exercises in developing.curricula and
materials;

5. Evaluation;,and

6. Outlining follow:gip programmes at the national and
regional levels.

1. Sharing of country experiences

Under this activity, the participants from the
Member States presented their Country Status Reports
and the Case Studies on 30 Novrber, 1 and 2 December
1979. The analysis and the synthesis of the country
experiences were prepared by the fgbulty members and
discussed in the Plenary Session on 3 December 1979.

10



Proceedings o/ the Workshop

2. Clarification of concepts, approaches. meehodologies
and processes in curricula and materials developthent

Under this activity, four Panel Discussions were
held on 3, 4 and 5 December 1979 on the following
themes:

Curriculum Developthent

Instructional Materials Development

Motivational Materials Developthent

Follow-up Materials Development including those

for the Media

Four Panels were constituted from among the

participants with a view to discussing and clarifying.
Concepts, approaches and processes for the develop-7.

Tent of curricula and motivational, instructional and

follow-up materials including those for media.

each panel was assigned a theme, Brief background

notes on themes of the panel discussion were prepared

and distributed beforehand. The panel discussions

began with the introduction of the'theme by the moder-

ator, followed by comments by the members of the.

panel. After this, general discussion on the theme\

*as held by all the participants of the Workshop..
a

3. Field study and (4) Practical exercised in cureiculum
development and materials development

Curricul DeVelopment

.During the Panel Discussions on Curriculum .

.
Construction and Materials Production held as part of

the Workshop activities, it was agreed that for any
meaningful exercise in materials production, it is
essentialito formulate a relevant and systematic
curridulum. It was recognized that a turriculum.must
reflect the 'felt needs' as well as the 'real needs'
of the learner groups and be within the framework of
national goals for educational programme for adults.
It was also agreed that in order to discover the
contents for a relevant curriculum, it is essential
tb find out, empirically, the needs and conditionof
the learner-groups.

1 6.



Curriculum development in literCcy

In order to provide an opportunity for.actual

field work,-four villages in'the vicinity of Udaipur;
namely, Pratap Pura, Shivpura, Pai and Dulawton-Ka-
Gura, were identified with the assistance of two
voluntary agencies (Seva Mandir and Ratasthan Vidya-
peeth) engaged in the field of Adult Literacy. ghe
participants were .divided into four groups, one to
each village. Each group 'visited its parcular
village on 6, 7, 8 and.10 December for collection of
data in order to formulate a sample curriculum. All
the groups met officials from education and develop-
ment departments at the Block level, representatives
of 'the panchayat Samitee, Panchayat, the Local Self-
Government institutes, village elders, teachers,
(eillage folk, women, youth and children.

Information wag Collected through use of a
questionnaire and face-to-face interviews, observation

.

and group discussion. At the end of each day the groups
eXamined and analysed the data collected on that day.
On 8 December, leaders of the four groups met.to bx-
change experiences of the respective groups and to
assess the progress of data collection. On 11 December,
all the groups met in a plenary Session and presented
detailed accounts of the data colleCtion.procedures.
The methodologies adopted for the formulation of the
curricula in the light of the data gathered were out-
lined .by each group.

It was obvious at the plenary meeting that all

the groups had taken considerable pains to elicit the
relevant information during the course of study. As
rellealeeby their reports, data was collected in the
fiel.d in the light'of the conceptUal framework dis-
cussed during the panel discussion. Each group had
endeavoured to discover the objective situation at

esen in each Of the villages. Details of current .

dev opmental actEvities weregathered as well as
the felt needa of each.of the four communities.
Resources, both materials and human, wye also iden-
tified in,each case.

The data were then analysed and the felt, real
and stated needs were categorized and systematically

.

related to.developmental facilities available, fur-
ther inputs needed and resources availablle. These
were then organized into major content areas which

12
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, .

were in turn related to learning objectives and

methodolagies for meeting these objectives. Agenciet
that could provide developmental as well as educa-

tional inputs were identified for each content unit.

-Materials develootent

By this time the participants were ready.to go
on to the next activity, the writing of ample
materials. During the panel discussion'on materia/s
production, the participants had discussed in detail
the cOncepts, processes, methodologies and evaluation
in resbect of motivational, instructionaLfollow-4up
and media material's.. The exercise in Iligterials pro-
duction, therefore, was designed to prOvide first-
hand experience in the processes of translating the #

curriculum into appropriate materials as well as in
techniques of materials production. It waS agreed
that in accordance with the purpose of the workshop,
samples of motivational,inktructional,and follow-up
materials would be attempted. It was felt tliat the

choice of the format-primer lesson, supplementary
reader unit, chart, poster, media script, script, or

other - should be left to the group. It was agreed
that, since this was not aimed at producing.finished
products, it would be worthwhile to expermerit with

new ideas. at was also agreed that, although the'

curricula were framed for specificIndian communities,

participants should attempt the sample materials in

their own language in order to deri/et, maximum advan-

'''tage from the exercise.

The four groups,' therefore, engaged in this acti-

vity in country sub-groups and, in some cases, each
member produced a sample material. All materials at-
tempt to translate onp of the contept units in the

particular curriculum. This resulted in several members

of the same-group writing sample lesson on theesame

topic in different languages: The variety of materials
-attempted and media explored turned out to be impres--

b±ve. rosters, charts, flash cards, hoardings, Comic-
strips, literacy lessons, supplementary materials,
.follow-up material, movie and radio scripts and
others were attempted.

In the cOntext of materials far literacy, it.
was suggested that they should be such that the

13
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learner is able'to perceive the.imMediate benefits
of aCquiring literacy skills. Besides imparting
thesebasic skillsAihe .r&terials should also seek
to bring the best of human thought and wisdom to the
14Zner, who iq deeply rooted in the local culture
anepan be motivated to read what he identifies aa
parof his being.

:'All the materials werelpresented in a plenary
session on 14 and 15 December. It was evident from
the detailed presentations made by each delegate
that this activity had proved eXtiemely fruitful:
in addition to the aotual process of materials
writing, the participants had discovered various in-.

novative techniques. In the process, spirit of
mutual co-operation andhelp had developed, resulting',
in novel devices. The services'of an artist were
provided for illustrations required for the materials.

The foregoing has attempted to narrate briefly
the process of field study, curriculum construction
and material's development. While these activities in .

themselves provided_avery n.cfu1 exper.ience-for-the--
participants, the entire exercise may be seen as a
preliminary step in the direction of uncovering and
understanding the essential stages in curriOulum
development and materials-production: Such an exer-
cise could.ultimately lead to the formulation of a
theory on the process of curriculuM construction for
adult education.

'On the basis of the Workshop experience the
following elements are considered essential for
developing curricula :

a) Clearly-stated national goals for develop-
ment,and policies for adult education;

b) Identification of target groups in accor-
dance with the natiOnal goals;

c) Identification of'communities where target
groups are located;

d) Survey of these communities in order to. :
-

i) study the physical, socio-cultural and.
economic aspects,

ii) study the deveiepmental needs,

14
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iii identify the developmental inputs ilready
effected,

iv) discover the felt and real needs of the
coMmunity as a whole and-the target- ,

group in particular,

v) identify factors and'problems inhibiting
developMent,

vi) identify agencies and structures respon-
sible for development,

vii) identify.resources - material and hu an -
in the community,

e) AnalYsis of the survey data;'.

f) Formuiation'Of curriculum tb:

i) propose strategies, both educational and
developmental to fulfil the needs of the
community in general and tile target-group
in particular,

ii).translate needs and strategies into
learning objectives and methodologies,

iii) formulate'content 4reas,

iv) delineate tasks to be performed by
various agencies, deVelopmental and
educational

v) indicate educational inputs and'targets
in terms of literacy, awareness and
functionality

yi) identify media to be utilized or commis--
sioned for each content and learning unit;

g) Writing of'appropriate Materials Tor each
,content-and learning unit; and .

h) Devising evaluation tools for evaluating
the curriculum thiough the teaching7learning
process.

The experience gained during these practical
exercises clearly points to the feasibility of for-
mulating a theoretical framework for curriculum
construction. It is.necessary to repeat-the experi-

15
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ment at'various levels and in different national'
contexts in order to 'arrive at a workable theory.

Detailed rep9rts on field study, curriCulum .

construction and samplematerials produced by the
four groups are given in the Draft Report.

5. Evaluation of the Workshop

On,theporning of 18 December 1979, the Work-
shop met in a plenary session to evaluate its ati-
vities.. In oral presentations, all the patti4ipants
observers and resource people expressed their
()Pinions about th'e Workshop.

All the participants were unanimous in the
view that the Workshop hae fulfilled the oi)jectives

for which it had been organizgd.:It was agreeethat .

the Workshop had provided valuable experience to all;
Some participants stated that while they had been
uncerta4n or Aven skeptical.about the outcome of the
Workshop, they had realized:soori after the commence-
ment of the Workshop that it would prove to be very
educative. A few participants felt that too much-had
been packed in the time available and, perharis, a

little less pressure would have been welcome.

Everyone agreed that a very high degree of col
operation, Iriendliness and cheerfulness had obtained,
throughout the Workshop.

A general evaluation sheet designed tolmcer,.
thin the.participants'Level of satisfaction iatif the

various, activities of the WorAthop an0 the faCilities
.provided was circulated earlieroThe particip nts
were requested to fill.in,the'eiialuation sheet on a
four-point scale ranging from Highly Satisfiefl to
Quite Satisfied to Hardly Satisfiea to. Not Satisfied.

evaluation sheets were returned giing,a
response of on hundred pet cent.

An analysis of theresponses shows that 67 per
cent were highly satisfied with the object±ves of
the Workshop; and 33 per cent were quite satisfied.
Fifty-nine per C6t were higlily satisfied and 41 per
cent quite satisfied with the,schedule of work., .

planned,for the Workshop.
,
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6. National Followrup Programmes

One of the objedtiyes.of the Regional Literacy

Workshop Concerns follow-up'aCtivity'at the national
and sub-national l&vels in the participating Member .

StatA. These fotlovi-up programmes would work to-,
wards stl.engthening"competencies of the personnel
concernad with the development,of curricUla and

, materials in the participating Member States. In
order to'achieve thib objective, participants were
grouped in country-iase teanis by country to drawtup
draft proposals lor a follow-uPprogramme.

o^

4 The country teams prepared national and s.,ub-
,

" national level fbliow-up programmes on 15 and16
,December 1979, keeping in view the 'national adult,
literacy programmes in the respective poUntries.The
proposed follow-up programmes 4,7ere,prapared mainly

for the training of personnel inNiolved in the pre:.
paration 'of curricula and materials fox literacy
and post-literacy programmes.

, The proposed follow-up programmes are crn14
suggestive and will be put into operation withthe
concurrence of the Governments,of the Member States.

Conclusions and,RecommendatXons ofithe Workshop'
, "

.

There is a4common consensus at present that an adiat .

literacy pro' gramffie should be a mass programme fulfilling the

.
minimum needs of the,people. Care must 'be ,kenin the imple-
mentation icq the Plan, howeVer, that the Plan does not'
generatejrustration among the people due to the failure of
the programme or dueto its unrealistic promise and.approach. e

A,mass literacy pr.,0,ramme should be implemented in,Phses,
wlth one phase leading.to the next,s,and eachilphase having

Jclearly-stated'goals and identifiable benefitac'for the target'
groups. The first phase should be very clear and simple and

within easy reach fpr all. Subsequent phases should include
y

components of skill training and increasing functional Chal-
lenge.

l
'

.

In the con etization of state policies underlying an

tadult literacy rogramme, curriculum construction And
materials developMent play a very important role. ItdA only
through a realistic Curriculum and relevant materials that
a prograthme can really become a mass-education'programme.

17
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This Regional, Literady Workshop very apPropriately ini-*
tiated the process with an attempt to identify the concepts,
approaches and methodologies of curriculum construction and
material development:It is hoped that this proCess will lead
'to.a well-developed methodology of curriculum construction
for adult.education for development Ifor all countries in,
general and this reg on in particular.

.

At the conclusion of the Regional Literacy Workshop,the
following recommendations were/approved:

1. A Regional Literacy Wbrkshop on the development of
curricular, motivational,". instructional and follow-
up materials shouldnot,be a one-time affair. Such
workshdps.should-be held troie often, brefek'ably
every two years with different Member States 'as
hosts.

2. gegiondl Literacy Workshops mdy be comprehensive
covering curricnla and all types of material or they
may be focused on specific areas-of oUrricula and
specifiC'types of material only.

3. \In order to make Regional Programmes.more relevant

to actual conditions, countries in the region may be
grouped into sub-regional groups on the basis of
Similarity of the situation and the national pro-.1
-grammes for the organization of sub-regional work-,.
shops on the development of curricula and material.

4. The national workshop programmes for curriculum and °

materials development prepared by 'each colintry team
should be aSsisted by Unesco in ters of financial
assistance and techriical assistance.

5. The national wockshops in the MeMber States should
be patticipated ifilpy expert participants from
neighbouring countAes on an exchange basis.

.

6. Unescb should provide the serviCes.of experts for
any spesific national programme from the countries
in, the region as mutually agreed between the Member
States and the Unesco.

7. ,Unesco should promote and facilit'ate the exchange

of information, documentation and curricular material
between Ehe Member States directly or throngh its
own documentation service.

2 3 18
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8. UneseStshould promote exchange,of experiefices ihrough
-

study-visits, seminar and wOrkshops among the Mehber

States.

9. Unesco should encourage publication of reports çf

in the areas of curricul and

tom the member countries in,
innovative practice
materials development
the region as well. 'aslelsewhere for wide disseleina-

tion. This activity may be started with the publ4ca-

tion of monographs on'the experiences of the Regional

Literacy Worksshop, Udaipur.

10. Unesco should support and encourage post-literacy

and follow-up programmes in the Member States fort

the retention.Of literacy skills acquived through

. the literacy'prbgrammes.
.

11. Non-formal adul eduCation can'become more meaning-

ful if linked w th nori-formal education of school

drop-outs and ft-outs on the one hand and with the

formal system, Jon the other hand, wherever neces- .

sexy and feasi le. ,

'4

12. Use .of appro iate media for

should be encouraged. Unesco
States in ttie identificAtli.on

media for adult education.

4
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Part

iNTRODUCTION
;

1

Adult literacy and adult educatilrion

Adult literacy in its broadest sense signifies anl'form of
learning that is uhdertaken by or pLvided for mature men and
women. In this sens adult literacy is synonymods wi.th adult
education. Essentially, adult lit4acy deals with that span of
life which begins when childhood ehds and continues until death.
Just as a child passes/through several stages untlkit attains
adulthood, a mature person too pases through several stages..
He lives and works'in a social cdntext that conditions his
valt and shapes the methOds he employs to achieve, his goals.
In ition tO being a member of a society, he also top indi-
'vidual abilities and intetests. To plan and provide,4ducation
for adults', therefore, ib a Veiy complex task. A number of
aiverse factors need to be taken into account in'order to .

formulate a Meaningful programme.in adult literacy.

Importance of4curriculum in adult literacy
4

It is evident that no programme in adult'literacy can bk
entirely institutionalized; in fact, there can be no ofie pro- -

.gramme in adult 'teracy. Flexibility in terms of goalsr_aaid--

learning activitf s, and diversity of strategies and..aiethodEl

characterise the rious adult literacy prograinis. It is pre-

.
cisely because of hese basic.characteristics f an adult
literacY programme that it is necessary to áy special attention
to the question of curriculum developmenty

Such little is,known about the paybhology of adult learning
the planning of most adult literticy programmes has to\pro-

.ceed from some of the experiencPs available today. There is
always a temptation to lean heav'ly on methodologies and
techniques of early sbhool edu tioh abolit which much has

;*

been discovered and Written. ten, it is also the'case that

planners.and implementors adult literacy programmes are
people whose cemcerns are vastly different from those of edu-
,cational experts. In such cases it is even more important
that the processes of programme planning and curriculum de-
vel4ment should be clearly understood 'and delineated.

`
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Currioulum and syllabus

A curriculum is significantly different from a syllabus.
which is commonly constructed for a course in formal education.
The aime and objectives, as also the means and methodologies;
for implementing a syllabus are determined on the.basic-of
criteria which do not take into acicount the specific needs of
a group of learners in terms of their socio7economic goals.
Considerations-of academic nature-only find prominence in'a
school sxllabus.

In the curriculum for an adult literacy programme, on the
other hand, the learner is the pivot round whom all the comp°-
nents of a programme are built. A curriculum for such a pro-
gramme is a detailed lay-out of the various learning-teaching
operations systematiclay put together on the basis of objective
surveys and analyses oI the needs of a crmunitii and individul

..,,learners%rittids that are in consonance with the-national goals
of the country where the adult literacy programme is being
provided.

Adult literacy and national goals

The question of national goas is extremely crucial and
will be examined more fully dater. Here, it would be necessary
to state that adult literacy programmes in the developing and
under-developin. untries are not seen merely as-educational
endeavoursto br the 3 A's .to the illiterate populations.
Mult literacy is seen as a means of human resources develop-
ment leading to a meaningful participation by all/seCtions of
t4 society in the socio-.-economic development of the country
while maintaining the political and cultural integrity. Of the
country. It is also seen as a strategy for bringing to the under
p vileged sectioris 'of the society-a real4zation ofgtheir
cle in the national development, as well'as ericouraging them

td an aWareness of theik potential and rightful place in the
task of nation building. From this point of view, %dult_literacy
programmes are not rklerely an attempt to provide educational
opportunities to those who have not been able to talZeadvantage
of formal schooling, but an attehipt at bringing about parity
among all sections of a society through equal participation
and ameliorations of the poor, the underprivileged and the
.weaker sections of the society.

To build a curriculum that would serye the need's of all"
such diverse groups and be within*the framework a& the natipnal
,policies is, indeed, a Herculean task, There is no known theory
that can be applied mechanically..Wrhat ie available, at beet,

,

4
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Introduction

is.a set of experiences acqUired by several countries who have

attempted to plan and implement adult literacy programmes and
campaigns.1N11 these countries-have tried, in their own way,
to solve various problems _faced by them in the planning of

such programmes and campaigns. There is' a great deal to learn

from the6e experiences and, perhaps, it tay be possible to dis-

* cover a process for4the,development of a curriculum for adult

literacy which will meet some of the more important conditions

Of planning and implementation.
Countries in the Asian and Oceania R4Okon have a long and

rich exper4ence incnon-formal anal societal learning.. They have

inherited traditions which emphasize mutual learning and col
operati9n..Based on these basic features, several countries in
.the Region .have initiated adult literacy programmes for their

'populations. Ail countries in.the Region, and those outside,
can learn from these experiences and contribute to the under-

, standing of the complex.field of adult education,' especially in

the matters of developing curricula 'and various materials for

adult literacy.

The present monograph

present monograph is based on the deliberations and

activities condUcted in the adult literacy workshop held in

Udapur (India) in November-December, 1979. During the workshop

delegates from twelve member countries exchanged .experiences

with each other andattempted to carry out the tasks of con-

structing curri!cula and writing sample miterials.

The central activity in the workshop was ah exercise in

discovery procedures. S11411 teams of the participants and local
interpreters assisted by resource Persons went to,several rural

areas and attempted to discover for themselves the procedures
for constructing curricula and sample materials. The exa ples'

of curriculum development processes,and sample materials given

in the monograph are taken from these experiences. .

*
The exercise conducted in Udaipur was bne of the any ways

in which practical stepts in'the constructing 'o'f a curr cu.lum

could be worked out. What was unique,about the Udaipu9 exercise

was that a numbA of participants trOm)different bac ounds

and.socio-political systems were able to utili ir ex-

periences and Use their insights to underst d a sample'field

.
situation. What emergq at the dnd of the Workshop, therefore,

was a possible way or Process of constructing a curriculum em-
bodying the collective thinking of these various participants.

J
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The sections which follow deal with some,cf the known
techniques and methodologies of curriculum conStruction

.emploYed by several countries in the Region and attempted
elsewhere, followed by the discovery procedures engaged in
during the Udaipur exercise including the strategies sug-
gested there for translating the sample curricula into
different soUrce materials - motivational, instructional
and follow-up (including those for the media). Finally
there is a section on the evaluation and revision of a
curriculum.

ad
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CONCEPT OP CURRICULUM

No universally-accepted theory'

As pointed out above, there is no single theoy of curri-

culum construction that is accepted universally.sIndeed,,in- most
instances a curriculum is constructed on the basis of "dommon
sense", that is, planners and implementers, on thepbhbis of
their knowledge and understanding of an area or a group of"

-people, put together what they consider the most desirable and

most plausible set of aims and,objectives for that area or group.

Frequently, these aims and objectives depend on national pri-

orities Ong the mostobvio0 needs of the area or group under

consideration.

Aims, goals and objectives
-

However, it is necessary; even in cuiiicula of the above

sort to identify some !goals' or 'aims' Or 'objectives'. In fact,

aims, goals and objectives are all equally crucial in curriculum

Construction.
Aims relate to the broadest statement of intention regard-

ing the outcome of an educational progratme. Most adult literacy

programmes have cleaily stated aibs, For instance the following

excerpts, list the aiths of adult literacy programmei from the'

countries in the Region that were represented in theydaipur

Workshop.

Afghanistan

With the literacy rate in Afghanistan estimated at a mere ''....

five per cent, illiteracy is recognised as one of the major'.
factors hindering ttie soci6-economic progress and peopfe's act:-

.. i

ive participation in the national development of Afghanistan?
-The Khalqi (FeoplOs) Government of Afghanistan considere he .

Campaign Against Illiteracy as very important% It is firmlY., ,

.,

believed that "literacy has a decisive rol9 in changing
.

the attitude of the people to remove fanaticism an4 super-
stition, to increase the produdtivity.and'to mobilize the...,

.-

creative-forces og ihe nation:" ',:
,

,

,
.,,

,
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Against this back-drop the Literacy Campaign in Afghanistan'
has the-following 'objecties' and 'goals'

'!'..As stated before, the total,number of .illiterates.in

Afghanistan, including men and Women and takingintd con-,
s2derat.ibn the age-group .8-50, is about 8.2 million:' But
this objective.is not putélli quantitaeie, it:gives the

, amplitude of the task. The governmeng..has laditched a,cam-
paign, the purpose Of which is to eradipate
the first Five Year bevel&pment Plan.
In accordance with the needs of the socioteconomiC,xecon-
.struction of the country, the following are enviqa46d as
the goals Of the Lit&racy czampaign, among othersr:

1. Changing the attitude of the people,for fhe benefit of
tle counry's progress.

2. .0psm,4 the way for the participation of the peopWin
socio-economic reconstruction of the country.

3. Increasing the 'productivity of the people'througb fOc-
tional,literacy and education,

4. The creation of beter family'c onditions,

.5.2The bAterment of health and fitness..;'
-

Bangladesh

Adcording to the census of.1974, the literacy rate in Ban-
gladesh is 22.2 per.cent. The Government of Bangladesh has
identified illiteracy as a national problem and has formed a
National Literady Council with the Honourable Vice-President of
thecountry,as its Chairman. The government of Bangladesh is
contemplating the launching of a mass literacy programme.

A pilot project in adult education launched in eight thanas
(districts) had the following aims :
...

a) Eibdication _of illiteracy;

bq Economic development;

c) Planned tpmily.living. 4

". \
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Burma

The Socialist Republic of the Union of Burmashad recognised
the need for bringing literacy to about,30 per cent of its popu-
lation which was declared illiterate in the age-group 15 to 55
in the 1953-54 census.

The first Literacy campaign in Burma was launched in 1965.
Since then yearly campaigns have been launched Irith increasing
participation of the masses.

The main aims and oj1;jectives of the Literacy Campaign in
Burma are :

"(i) to help the illiterates to gain literacy.first and
foremost, -

(ii) tO develop new ideas and to instil in them desirable
attitudes,

(iii),to promote albroader dutlook on life,

.4 (iv) to encourage them to participate more actiVely in a
more progressive community life,

(v) tip raise their productivity level and their standard
of living,

(vi) to enhance.the edUPation level of the whole population,

and

(vii) to aid in the economic and social progress of the
countiy."

India

With the total estimated illiterate population of about
230 million adults, India faces a major problem in bringing
literacy to these people. Efforts in the field of literacy in
India have been going on for quite,some time. A variety of re-
gionál and national programmes have been,initiated at different
periods to combat illiteracy. The latest effort in India has
been under the National Adult Edupation Programme: Seen as a
part.of the development plan, "The basid objective of (the)
adult education programme is to make it relevant to the needs
and aspirations oflearners and their environment and to link
it with the national development programmes.",

29
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Indones.ia

In the age-group 10-45 about nineteen million people in
Indonesia are illiterates This is about twenty six per cent of
the total population in this age-group. The literacy campaign
in Indonesia, therefore, is designed for this age-group with,the

following aim :

"The new way of eliminating illiteracy is aimed at spread
ing basic education.to the members of the society who are
lagging behind,(those whothave nO chance for school or who
drop out of the elementarl; school), io.that they will be
equipped with minimum ability to increase their standard
of living." ,

Lao People's Democratic Republic

The literacy programme in the Lao People's Democratic Re-
public has the following aims :

"To wipe out the ignorance of the masses and to develop
their knowledge to comprehend id aogy, techniques, tech-
nology, literacy movement has b n enthusiastically and
widely implemented in Laos.

Literacy programme and curriculum is set ub in, 2 phases :

a) Literacy as a basic need.

b) Promoting literate people's kriowledge through primary
end.secondary.education."

"Literacy programme is basically to ensure the skills of
teading and writing in the national language and to Make
them able to calculate four operations in mathematics."

,

Nepal

With a literacy rate of one per cent in 1950, Nepal has
organized a series of programmes which resulted in a 12:9 per
cent increase in the literacy rate by 1970. The various phases
of the literacy Programmes have had well-defined objectives. The
current effort in literacy in Nepal also has clearly stated ob-
jectives :

"The programme focuses on the basic learning needs of the
rural adults and out-of-school youths, on ways of improving

30:
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the environment and upbringing of vuilnerable infants and
young children through the,education of their elders. This,
is aimed at serving the learning needs of a generally older
clientele for improving their economic productivity and
employment possibilities. The purpose of,the programme is
to upliEt.the quality of living of rural people by helping
them change their life style frop the traditional to the
modern,one. In other wOrds, the objective of the programme
is'to raise'the critical awareness of the rural adults who
have been adtively participating i l the process of the

nation's development.

Keeping these.principles in view an experimental programme
was run with tb.e following objectives

a) to enable the illiterate adults to cope with siMple
numerical sk4.11s along with reading and writing.

b) to train adults in the profession of professions they
are invoNed in, thereby increasing their efficiencies.

7

c) to teach them about personal cleanliness, sanitation,
health care and the functioning of the panchayats in
order to make theM healthy citizensloyal to the king,
crown and the country.

d) to make them aware of population growth, its prOblems

and consequences."

Pakistan

AcCording to,a Housing, Economic and Demographic survey
held in Pakistan in 1973, only 26.72 per cent population in the

age-group ten and above was literate. Several literacy drives,

beginning in1950, have been in operation with several agOcies
participating in these efforts. CUrrently, too, the liter

campaign in Elakistan is implemented by several agencies among

whom are included the.Allama Iqbal Open University, Bureau of

Educational Planning Management and Pakptan Television Corpora-

tion. The aim of the programme-is- :

"i) To project the major national literacy campaign.

ii) To provide fOnctional education in life skills in the

field of health, hygiene, nutrition child care,, home
management, population planning, basic agriculture
practices and vegetable groWing.

31
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iii) To educate parents to ensure that their children, stay

in the.school a'nd maximize the benefits of primary
school facilities available in'the area.

iv) To improve the basic literacy skills of those who
have access to television."

Papua New Guinea

As a country of strikidg,diversity - geographic, linguistic
and cultural - Pagua New Guinea has a Natiohal Development Poli-
cy aimed at all-round development of its population. The esti-
mated literacy rate in 1973 was' twentyfive per cent.

The aim of the literacy programme in Papua New Gtilinea has
been " to show participants that language can be mritten.and that
reading imparts knowledge."

philippines

With the natibnal literacy rate of 85.96 per cent the lit-
eracy programmes in Philippines have the following orientation :

" The overall goal of literacy programmes is to help the
citizens through better co-ordinates adult and community
education activities, become civic-minded and health con-
cious, morally and spiritually upright, socially discip-
lined and culturally awake, educationally capable, self-
reliant, and productive members of the New Society as well
as dynamic.and compassionate leaders of the community."

Thailand

Although the ,literacy rate in the age-group ten end above
s 82 per cent, illiteracy is seen as an obstacle to develoment.

" The Thai,,,,Government recognized the crucial role of non-
formal education in the developmental process of the nation.
For example, the 1977 National Education Scheme includes
the following provisions :

" No.14 - - It is urgent that the state establish and sup-
port various types 'of non-formai education programmes in
order to provide the population with opportunities for
education throughout their lifetime. It is expected, in
particular, Aat these programmes will be useful for those
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individuals who have never had the opportunity to enter

r-the formal school system."

No.15 - - The state should organize and support:wide-
ranging educational services for the poor and the physical-
ly, socially, ,and emotionally handicapkd."

,
With respect to adult education these broad goals translate

into the following specific objectives and major programme
efforts :

" 1. Increase.the percentage of rural adult education
services; until a ratio of 80 rural to 20 urban/
provincial-town is achieved, by establishing provin-
cial lifelong education centers which will utilize
mobile units, walking'teachers, radio corespondence
and village-level interest groups and reading centers
to serve rural populations.

2. Expand functiOnal literacy programmes in gera1 and
provide opportunities for non-native speake s such as
the Malay,.speaking population in the South and the
hill tribe minorities in the North to develop Thai
language skills and an understanding of Thai culture
and society .,

3. increase the practical ( functional) nature of second-
chance, continuing education programmes at the upper
primary and lower secondary equivalency levels.

4. Stress short term vocational courses and activities
-;for the rural population focusing on :

a),agriculture, appropriate technology, and other re-
lated subject areas that will enable villagers to

a
upgrade.their current occupational practices and
supplement their incomes, and

b) skill areas that will aid under-employed villgers
secure either more gainful employment or the basic
prerequisites needed.to enter full-scale job train.;
ing programmes."

Socialist Republic of Viet Nam

" The existing illiteracy elemination and complementary
education in the Socialist Republic of Viet Nat are di-
vided into the following steps :
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-

StepLone. :

Step two :

Step three :

Step four', :

Imparting the ability to read and write
to the illiterate

Implementation of compulsory primary
eddcabion among literates-

Providing the junior complementary edu-'
cation in various forms and with suit-
able content for,cadres, Auth, and
working peoriles..

Providing selected cadres and youths
with better education and sufficient
Cultural, and scientific knowledge. )

enabling them to do their work properly."

To enable illiterates to rea&and write is an important
work but it is only the initial step, for the educational

' content in this step does not count much. To train the
new type of man with a sense of collective mastership,

comprehensive development and good virtues4of the new

working man in the large-sCale socialist production, it

is imperative to create good opportunitiesfor the working
people to obtain abilities at the later steps."

OBJECTIVES

It may be noticed that the words 'aims','goals and 'ob-

jectives'-seem to have been used interchangeably in the above

exce HoweVer, it is esSential to distinguish between theSe.

As lread tated, aims are the broadest statements about in-
tended outco es of an adult literacy programme in terms of the
national policies and priorities. Goals, on the 'other hand, are
the intended outcomes of a particular adult literacy programme.

Objectives are the various activities to be performed during
the idplementaion of a particular programme. Objectives can be

general and, statable in terms of broad units in a curriculum,

i
or they mpy be specifiC and tated in terms of actual activities

to be carried out throughou the programme. Objective may be
stated in pdrely educational terms or in purely develOpmental.
terms. Generally both educational and develOplitental objectives
are interlinked and dove-tailed in the curriculum. All objec-
tives are listed in the curriculum in a systematic manner and
form the day-to-day learning/teaching activity schedule.
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The, Case of the Philippines

This.distinction (between aims, goals and Objectives) is
brought out very vividly in the status Report from Philippines.
Although the three terms, aims, goals and objectives are used

; with overlapping meanings the three-way distinction is clearly
illustrated.

"The Objectives

The broad oidectives of literacy programmes in'the Philip-
pines can be traced to specific constitutional mandates.
This includes Section 3 of Commonwealth Act No.80 which
states that, "The objectives of adult eclucation shall be
to eliminate illiteracy and to give vocationai and citi-%
zenship training." Section 8:(6) of the 1973 Philippine
Constitution, in addition, stg'tes that, " The State s'hah
proviode citizenship and vocation'al training to adult citi-
zens-Aand out-of-school youths and deserving students."
These provide the legal bases for literacy programmes in
the country.

.The overall goal of literacy programmes is to help the
citizens through better co-ordinated adult and community
education activities become civic-minded and health con-
scious, morally and spiritually upright, soCially disci-
plined and culturally awake, educationally capable, serf-,
reliant,, and productive meMbers of the New Society as well
as dynamic an0 compassionate leaders of the community.
Objectives and activities have, therefore, been identified
for each of,the following seven compnnents of the Non-
Formal Adult and Community Education programmes :

1) Education for Better Citizenship
4

2) Edu-cation for Better Health, Home and Community Life

3) Education for the Improvement of Moral aryl Spiritual
Values '

4) Education for Socic-Cultural DeVelop ent

5) Education for Work-Oriented Functiona Literacy

6) 'Eclucation for Better Means of Livelihoo

7) Education for Effective\Leadershlp

The specific of objectives of functional litefacy pro-
grammes in the country is to pr.oduce functionally literate

individuals who can :
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1) Speak and understand his langue0.clearly and easii47;

2) Read mattets necessary for the 00rovement of his
-4,

daily life;

3) Express his ideas in writing add:be able to
share them with othets;

4) Have some knowledge of the histdrY, government, cul-
ture and institutions of his coffittiutiity and.country;

.AVD

5) ,Appreciate vital human relations."

As is clear, the term broad objectivds in the Philippines
Status Report stands for the. aims. These btoad objectives are
provided by the constitutional mandates'andreflect both the
national policy as well as national priorityl The overall
qoals are partly aims as defined above ankOirtly goals.'The
components of4.non-formal and community e*ation programmes
are the goals per se. The specific objeCtUes are partlyigoals
as defined above and partly objectives in the sense of specific
activities in the cutriculum.

1'

SPECIFI6TION OF. ALMS,GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The specification of aims, goals and'objectives is*crucial
for the construction of a meaningful curriculum..It is not
essential to use the three terms listed above. MY other terms
could be used or, indeed, only one terdmay be used to refer
to the three ooncepts. But, it is of utmost importance that
the distinction between the three should-bi. maintained.

AIMS provide ihe basic philosoph-Y or intedded out-
comes of any adult literacy programme in tends
of the national policy and,priorities.

GOALS provide the direction irr'which the programme
has to move., .

OBJECTIVES provide the actual stage4a.h the programme in'
'terms of curricular acav

PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS

While the conceitt of curriculum is fairly well establiShed
in educational planning, the process of Curriculum construction
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is not always well understood. Even'in formal education durri-
.

Culum construction is variously interpretedIn non-formal edu-
cation add especially in the field of adult education the pro-
cess of curriculum construotion.can be extrethely complex. The
process, essentially, is an exercise in matching ends and means
within the framework of ihe aims and goals determined for such
a programMe. The objectives of the particular programme are
then sequenced in the most systematic, optimal and economic,
manner.kt every stage pf the curriculum.construction objettives
and goals are matched wieh the national policy or aims.

The,Indian Country Status Report refers to the changes in
the realm of adult education in India in consonance with the
national policy and priority. It is stated that :

."The concePts and practices as well as strategies and pri-
drities in adult literacy and adult education have passed
through,several stages. In response to national development
goals and.objectives different approaches to adult literacy
and adult education programmes have been thought out. In
50.'s the dominant concept of social edu ation was developed

as a part of community development effo t. in 60'a,the'
emphasis moved to functional literacy 1 nked to specific
developmental objectives. An approa4li..df linking literacy-
.with rural development and agricultuial out put was initi---
ated forlidmogéneous groups of farmers engaged in producing
.high-yield varieties of 'crops. The"green revolution" which
became a reality called for a combination of efforts includ-
ing dissemination IT agriculturarknowledge and skills,
imparting literacy and organisation of informational and.
communicational efforts. In the 70's, the concept of lit-
eracy was further broadened. It was visualised as an es-
sential link in the programme of Hinman Development and the
concept of Life-long Education was greatly emphasized. Non:-
formal education emerged as a ma or educational innovation
and became a'n integral part of_t e educational provision
at akl levels of educatidn and f r all categories of
learners. Priority in this progr mme was, however, given
to out-of-schooli mostly illiterate, youths in the 15-25
age-group. The programme of non-formal education q.eritfuelly
paved the way for,a massive nation-wide adult education
programme whichiwas laUnched on October 1978. Under the
National Adult EduOation Programme, adult education is

aimed not only at acquisition of mere literacy and numeracy
skills but also'at funo(ional development and creation of
social awareness with a View td cxeating'a will and skill

#among learnera,to transform the society. Adult education
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hasjieen considered a priority programme of socio-econcimic
.plap of the country. It is an integral part of the Revised.
Minimun Needs PrograMme whose thrust is :

to reach to tfle poor people,

to co-ordinate all such Programmes with develop-
qental departments,.

and

( c) to integrate them with area planning.

Anot,her, important develOpment is that the Revised Minimum
Needs/Programme.including adult educatiom is not con idered
the sole responsibility of one Ministry, Department r
Agency,4

Such changes in approach to adult literacy are necess' ily
reflected in the curriculum design. Changes in approach to a ult

, literacy may be .brought about by shifts in national development
\\ strategies or through changes in educational 'phildsophy. There

are a few instances of curriculum construction processes prac-
ticed in'several countries of the Region and elsewhere inthe
world. Some of the better known amongst these are summarized

,below. .
.. . .

1

The World EXperimental7Ateracy Programiie

Iff-r764r with the'assistance of the Unesco, several coun-
tries started-experimental*functional literacY Eirogrammes.
exeral of these..programmes were the first of their'kind in the
ountries participating in the World,Experimental Literacy Pro-
ramme (WELP). Exercises in curriculum development carried out

under the WELP provided many insights into the processes of
curriculum development.

These,functiomal (or work-oriented) literacy programmes
were designed tdfulfill well7defined goals and targets of , -
specific developmental programmes in,the various countries. In

4111 some instances the developmental programmes were very,compre-
hensive enCoMPassing total rural deVelopment, in other instancee
they were tied-to specific develdpment,programmes like develop-
ment of cotton cultivation or sheepr breeding, etJ. Development
otctirriculum.for such programmes is based on a set of steps or

operations.which are 'systematically carried out :

*

1) The first and the most important step is to make a
context 'study of the area where the functional lit-

. .0
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eracy programme is to be implemented. The context
study, includes the study of the geographic, demo-
graphic, economic, soc*o-cultur&l, linguistic and
educational situation.

The secohd step is to specLfy in terms of the develop-
mental programme, the socio-economic as welltas the
technico-occupational objectiv4s for the functional
literacy programme.

3) The third step is the study of the target group. This
can!be achieved by following one of the two approaches
llsted below :

(a) Ob'ective-Oriented Approach :

Under this th target group is studied through
the method of job or task analysis. First, the
expected roleand functionsrof the target
group are prep red in terms of the socio-eco-
noMic and technico-occupational objectives
determined under step two above At the same
time, profiles of competencies, skills, atti-
tudes ahd knowledge for performing the expected .
roles and functions.are prepared. Next, tests
are conducted to ascertain the existing tom-
petencies of ihe target group. Comparisovbe-
twedn the expected competencies and existing
competencies.yields the litt of learning needs
which go into the curriculum for the functional .

literacy programme.

(b) Problem-Oriented, Approach : .11

Unde.tthis approach, the.problems that impede
the fulfilling of the development programme
objectiyes are identgied. The methodology
.for the identification of problem may vary
from.situation to situation. After this, edu-
.cational interventions are prepareeio over- ,

tome these probleRs.. The educational inputs
necessary for the-solution of the problems
make up the curriculum for the functional
literacy programme. -

The second approach i.e. the problem-oriented,
approach has been further refined under the
well-known Field-Operational Seminar Method
which has been used in many development oriented.
literacy programmes with considerable success.
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However, the curriculum development processes outlined"
above are, botil, essentially technocratic models which are
prescribed from outside by agencies or indivaduals who identify
the needs'of the learners within the limited scope of the par-
ticular development programme. The participation of the learners
in the process of curriculum development is very.restricted and
insignificant.

The Thematic Investigation Approach :

Another process of curriculum development for adult li-
teracy that is practiced by sortie countries has come to be known
as the Thematic Investigation Approach. First proposed by Paolo
Freire in his book "Pedagogy of the Oppressed", this approach
aims at raising the consciousness of the learners who begin to
question and inquire, into problems of 'being' through 'dialogue
and self-awareness. Within this approach literacy is seen as
'liberation' rather thaee set of skills ok a medium for receiv-
ing technical knowledge.

The method of curriculum development under this approach
involves four well-defined stages

1. Stage One : Under this tfie literady workers study 1

the area where the programme is to be ,

initiated to discover the contradictiohe
and the level of awareness in the society.
They identify the limiting factors and
'generative themes' which would raise the
level of awareness among the s'oppressed'
members of the community.

2. Stage Two : Under thii stage the literacy worker's
"select some basic existing contradictions
in the society and give them thematic
content through 'codification'. The pur-
pose of this thematic codification is to
generate critical awareness amongAhe
learners leading'on to reflection and
dialogue.

3. Stage Three: Here the codifications are subjected to
'thematic investigation'.by.the learners

themselves in order to perceive their
roles in the basic contradictions earlier
codified. This leads to a new awareness in
the learners.
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, -

4. _StOge Four': Here the themes or codifications are con-
. ,

verted into actual teaching/learning
packages and strategies.

EXPERIENCES. /N THE REGION

In addition to.the two broad approaches briefiy outlined .

above, a number"of Other attenipts at curritulum development by
several countries in the Region,are summarised below

Afghanistan -

"We have developed curriculut materials both for formal mid_
non-fOrmal education to fit the needs of the people.:This
is based on the political aspecs of the ievolutionary
GovernMknt. The-main objectives of the Government are t
solve the immediate basic needs (Food, Cloth and Shelfer?.
for themasses.".:

);(

-Bangladesh

!!Agriculture, Poultry, farming, gardening, co-operatives, .

public health and sanitation are included.in--.the syllabus
First'aid also has'been inclucled oh the deiand of the'

A

A.earhers." ,-""

..
Bnrma

'turriculurikDevelopmerit
,

' At the initial stage Of the Literacy Campaign,in*Buiple,
the- teadhing of the three R"S to..the,adUlt illiterates
was through the,Children's books in the primary schools.
HOWever, itwas oon_discOvered that these tAtbooks were'
not.suitahle for:theaduIt. learners whoseiintelligence'
level.was'inuch:.higher than th6t of the children. Jbus,the

..curriculuth fOr the adult learners was.developed in 1968..
$ince then the Curricurnm DevelopmentCommittee has been
most careful.in revising and modifying the form afid con-
tent of the adult Readers.!'

.

--

Methods,of Curriculum-Development
,

aY Criteria

-.Die curriculum for the'adult'illiterates. was de-
...

veloped onthe following criteria : .
_ .%

;

.;



.,..
CI 4rr:calin CieOloprnerti in literaci-

. ,..'
%0.)

The subject matter 16,f each lesson.in the textbook
,

; neeb not:be explaineCto the adult learners as,

';
they have 'alrea,had the necisssary knowledge per-
-taining to their Way of,:i.ife.

rf,

0.i.)- Thkcontent og the Reader,Must be-such' that it.. ... .

does, not include anything that has,no direct re=
=, latiOnshWwith,'ghe éveryday..life Of the adult.,

, . .

learners. ''.. .

, .

e(iii)The lpssops 'Must bk-written,in.simple sentences
... ,

and thelyowel-idonsohent combinailons must be in-
....

9, traduced by stages.

b).' Centralized

The development, of Ciirriculum for.the Adult illi-
terites mayqle.saidto be'dentralised programme as.the
CurricUlam Development.Committee,one of the three main
Sub-Committees, is solely responsible lor the develop-
meht of Curriculum and production,of adult textbooks.
However, the feedbadk obtapled froth the various Campaign'
Committees ähd the information received from Iolunteer
teachers through reports, queStionnaire and personal
intervie%4s are darefulll analSrsed for revising, modify-
ing and improvihTthe curriculUm. ,

. -

c) Agency.

The Development of Curriculum for the adult illi-
'terates:may 1;eregarded.as a team-work as several
Governmeht Depsrtmentayork in co-operation with one 4

, another ih developinithe curriculum."

,India

A., CurriculuM De(relooment

,The'basic Objective of an adult education programme
is tdmake'it relevant to the needs and aapirations of
learners and their environment and to link it with,the
dational developmedt programme's. In order to fulfill this
objective, it is necessary to develop curricula's= as much
decentralised basis as posaible. Efforts have beeh ini-
tiated in this direction through the Directorate Of.Adult
Education, viluich is the national resOurce agency and tech-
nical wing of the Ministry of Education, State Resource

V
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Centers and a number of prominent voluntary agencies.
District agencies for resource support are envisaged for
developing decentralised curricula tailored to meet the
learning requirements of different groups of learners in
different environments. As it was difficult and unecono-
mical to develop teaching-learning materials for such' "
localised epecific programmes, the strategy initi'ally
adopted is tp identify homogeneous groups of learners
having some commom interests, needs.and problems and to
develop proto-type curricula around'these problems. In
such proto-type materials, th emphasis is more on the
procedure and techniques of 4eveloping them rather than
giving a ready-made solution. With the help of these
proto-type curricular materials, it has been possible for
different agencies at the State and district levels to
develop their own programmes and materials based on area
specific requirements. Based on the apprcaches described
'earlier, several innovative projectd were developed from
time to time:

development of curriculuin for farmers' functional
literacy programme

development.of curriculum by Shramik Vidyapeeth4'
(Polyvalent Adult Education Centres) for workers
organised and.unorganised sectors

Curricula for non-formal education programme for out-
of-school youth in the age-grodlp 15-35

Curriculum development for illiterate mothers under
the Integrated Child Development Projects

Curricula for fishermen in Andhra Pradesh

Curriculum for slum-dwellers 0 Calcutta

problemscentred curricula for farmeirs engaged in high
yielding variety of Jawar and Beira in Jaipur District.

Proto-type curricula for National Adult Education
Programme."

B. The Curriculum

We formulated an outline df the curriculum for this
particular region ; the local problems, principal occupa-'
tions,.habits, addiction and social customs were incor-
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porated for the purpose of primer develppm.ent. The tenta-,
tive outline of the curriculum was divided into seven
different content areas, viz.

i) Gopalan

ii) Kheti

iii) Bal Go

iv) Panchayat
Gram Swaraj

v) Teej-Tyohar

vi) Bure Reet-Riwaj

vii) SWavalamban

lic(Dairy development) .'

(Agriculture)

(Child care)

(Panchayat and Gram
Swaraj)

(Local festivals)

(Common social ev,ils)

(Self reliance)

With these sever content areas, which we called '

'Saptapadi of the curriculum', a primer in local dialect
was. conceived., We thought of a primer which would give
adequate information about these content areas and woulc"
involve the learners."

C. Curriculum Development

A curriculum, which explains the whys and hows of the
teaching-learning process, was regarded as a must for pre-
paration of the new materials. The syllabus which came into
being with the ligting of the idtintified problems and sub-

.
topics provided the base for curriculum development. A
material preparation team, comprising of a curriculum de-

.

signer, wtite;wesubject matter specialist, linguist and
audio-visual expert was formed for elaboration of the
curriculum. A

. A aeep probe into the elements of the problems marked
the beginning of the curriculum development process. After
grouping the proilleps into broad subjeat areas, they were
broken down into instructional uflits and sub-units. Each
unit or,sub-unit had reference to one or more problems of
local nature. Each.problem was considered separately and
elaborated into the following components :

Problem area, problem identified/analysis of the
problem, objectives of dealing with the identified(
problem, concept to be introduced, obstacles faced
in finding the solutions, lead questions for diScus-
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sion, remedial measures, media to be used and number
of sessidns required to deal with the problem.

The objectives which have guided the task of curricu-
lum' preparation' have centred around the ideas of making
the adult underostand that

- they can'solve their own problems,

adoption of new ideas and practices and activated
participation in civic life contribute positively
to finding solutions of their problems:

literacy skills helpsa lpt in making.effective
use of technical and vocational skills."

a Indonesia

"Curriculum

The context of the learning mater is similar to
the curriculum of elementary school w was written in
1975, Plus and minus certain items, and has more variety
because the contents are made relevant ith everyday ife.,

If covers items about the citizens them lves, th home
environment including kitchen,ebathroom, y, yards,
neighbourhood, village, etc. The learning material, the
principles of concentration, and human beings are the
point of references,of,all activities. Certain items in
curriculum of the elementary 'school which are considered
too intelectual and irrelevant in everyday life are deli- ,

berately not included in the learning material. The ar-
rangement of curriculum framework is implemented and made
inter-departmentally."

'CurriculuM Development

It was felt hightly heccessary that 1e curriculum.
that,is set for our adulti should be something not just...,_
given by us but something really wanted by them. Therefor-6;
experts from health, agriculture and education were sent
to the places where he programme was conducted. They
surveyed the local environments of eight districts and
collected necessary data. Based on these data Apultis.,
Primer, Arithmetic, Agriculture and_Health textbooks were
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developed and were used in the formal method, and at the
sessions where informal methods were applied-Adult's
Primer and Arithmetic texts were used with the Agriculture
and Health books only when the meseages that they contained
applied to that particular place. Before the final texts
and other materials were produced many materials came in
the:form of booklets and pamphlets. As the programme con-
tinued, materials were revised based on the findings ob-
tained by means of observation, etc. before bringing them
in the form of textbooks. Three separate cOmmittees, name-
ly, Agriculture, Literacy and Health committees were formed.
yhese were composed of experts from different fields.-
These committees were wholly made responsible forsetting
curriculum for the respective areas assigned to them.

It has been a matter of great concern for curriculum
developers as to how to strike the balance by maintaining
just one curriculum throughout the kingdom. The nepds,
concerns andlanguages of people vary from place to place. 4
It is also not possible_to have a separate curriculum for
each and every place at the same time, it is erroneous to
believe that one single curriculum can effectively.serve
the entire rural masses."_'

Philippines

"The Curricular Approach

The curricular approach utilizes curricular coneent
and exPeriences that Are well organized and properly se-
quenced according to difficulty. It utilizes formal teach-
ing techniques, facilities and equipment as in formal
schooling. The suggested time coverage is determined 'by
the particular group usually an average of 30 minutes
daily, Monday through Friday.

The needs, problems, interests and resources as re-
vealed by4rveys are used to enrich the curr3cular offer-
ings and to viialiZe.learning. The knowledge, skills and
al?ilities are acquired by the pupils and students together
with the youths-and adults which are carried over from the
classrooms to the homes and the community. This is also
known as the unitary approach. The 'Laguna Approach is a
variation of this approach where lessons are conductpd out
in the community where children,,out-of-school youth and
parents and other adults learn together.. This curriculum.
approach is an effective means of"causing co-ordinated
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interaction between the school and the community and be-
t*een the child and the adult, which eventually bring
about improved community living."

Thailand

"The Curriculum and Text-book

Based on Thai Adult Education Division's philosophy
"Khid Pen", the application for programme purposes en- .

courage people to.change themselves,,or their environ-
ment or both but not to endanger themselves, emotionally
or physically or their e6irenment in the proceSS. In
programme terms the f011owing general tenets emerge :

-- curriculum should focus on the real and immediate
problemS of adult learners and their community ;

-- materials should pose problems or describe potential
problem conditions and provide related technical
information or indications as to where such infortha-
tion can be obtained ;

-- learning sessions should be held in an atmosphere
conducive to sharing experiendes'and ideas ;

-- the instructional processes should require learner
participation, draW on learner experiendes, and .

seek learner solutions to learney and community
problems ;

,-- the teadher's role in discussions i to facilitate,
to encourage learners to consider t e problem's and
their potential solutions in light of their own
situation and that of their cothm1inity and the best
technical knowledge available: Special concern should
be directed to the individual and community contexts
as these Matters are often neglected in school tradi-
tions which emphasize technical knowledge."
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS, NATIONAL
PRIORITIES AND OBJECTIVES

As has been stated above, it ks essential to determine
the objectives of an adult education or adult fiteracy.pro-
gramme on the basis of the goals and aims of suCh a programme
within.the context of the national policy and priorities. As
in the case of the Philippines example cited abol'ie the
general aims of a literacy programme may be determined by -

the highest, body in the country either within the framework
of the national policy or through constitutional mandates
and so on. The next step is to determine tbe goals of-the
literacy programme'within the broad framework of the national
pd./ICY-and Arils, and the specific outcomes expected .from:such
a programme. These goals may or may not be lin ed,with.the
national development goals. As we have seen in the various
examples from country status reports, not all ountries have
literacy programmes linked with development. I some cases,
the goals of literacy programmes are either purely literacy
eraining or literacy combined with social education,ino).uding
family life education, or other.

Objectives and Local Needs

, The goals of an adult literacy programme have to be de-
termined by a national planning body and there can be no
external criteria for the determination of these. What is
important is to ensute that the objectives (to be incorporate
in the actual curriculum as specific activities for tran-
slating the goals into acti,on) are determilltd with reference
to,the local and specific needs of the region and the.people
for whoM the programme is intended. It, is in the.translation
of goals into curriculum objectives and activities that the
community and the adult education personnel must work hand in
hand. It is imperative that the curriculum designer, 'the edu-
cator and the development agent shOuld objectively study the
projectedarea of operation and, with the assistance of,the
intending learner, identify the curriculum objectives. /t is
here that the participatory method is most desirable.

I
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Priorities and objectives

Tools for Collecting of Data

In order to achieve this it is necessary to design
several tools for collecting the requisite information and
facts about the programme area and the learners for whom,
the programme is being designed. The.different steps involved
in collecting the data, its analysis and identification of
the local needs and problems can be summari ed as fdllows :

1. Seeking the participation of the local'people.

This is most effectively achieved by initiating the en-
tire operation through a planned local committee 'involv-
ing the various local people including the local elders,
leaders, opinion leaders, teachers, professionals, edu,-
cated persons, youths, women and,prostiective learners..

2. Collection and analysis of data ;

All available pertinent data have to be collected. This
infotmation will ultimately help in the determination
of the objectives and will contribute to the successful
implementation of the pcogramme. To collect all available'

.
and pertinent data the,following basbe criteria mils,t be
kept in view

4
a) all possible people, institutions, organizations,

sources, etc. must be Consulted. For ekamplee local
leaders, trade and industrygovernmental and edu7 I

cational institutions, redords of various public ,

agencies, ,newspapers, and so on.

b) the 'basic data must be related to locat1on, total
population, occupation, incoMe, religion, class
(caste), main occupation, communication, educational
facilities, literacy and illiteracy rates,, medical
facilities, drinking water, electricity, employment,
official and administrative machinery, co-operative
andhcredit facikities, and so

c) basic information on agrioultute, health,'education,
development, etc. must be collected.

Analysisof the various kinds of data so collected has
to be carried out in juxtaposition with the national policy
and the developmental plans drawn up for th4 specific area.
The actual methodology for analysis may, vary from situation
to situation, but a structural or systems'analysii may be
found most fruitful.
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'r

3. Determination of objectivOl'iion the basie.cof the_
develOpmental and educatiOnIA needs of the.com-,
munity/future learners.

dIndentification of antica:p& tg' problems or obstacles

in achieving*the set objective's of the communkEy.
The problens.or obstaclesmay exist in the shape
of physical difficultiesA.ike quai3ity of goil,

' water supply;, terrain, e"4,;.7. or i the social

customs or traditions, orlibrough ome individuals
who find the development and educational planS
detrimental .to their narrow, and personal interests.

3. Finding solutions to these'proh;lems

Solutions to the various identified.problems will ,

naturally vary. The solutiOns may be found through :

developmental, intervention,., or,through legaraction.

But the Solutions that are'pertinent and relevant
within the literacy progreme 'Would be largely
educational.

4J.4

- 6. Preparation:of a curricuIt*t dedigned to meet the ,

fobjectives, overcome the oliitacles and utilize the
-available resburces. The.curritulum should indicate

6 the speciLc agtivities -hoth educational'and,de-
velopmental - that will be undertaken to achieve
_the set objectives.'

THE UDAIPUR EXERCISE

'The'participants of the Udaipur Workshop considertd the

various methodologies and steps in the formulation'of a cur-
riculum. The theoretical end conceptual issues were,disCussed

by a panel of participants who presented their views to the

Plenary an'd furtlier discussed the varidus issues. The report

of the panel as it emerged after theAslenary.discussibn makes

many very significant points,which.have teen touched upon

above.

.
Discussion:1'

' Panel on Curriculum'PrAciiopment

In several Asian countriesaditional adult education
t ,..z

programmes have.been literacy-orieAted,' aimed at teaching

adults to read and write. Despite several techniques, such

as subject-toriented approach, problemlsolving approach, work-

oriented literacy, ind conscientization method', evolyed

,.,
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a,iorities and objectives
,

and used over the years, the emphasis has been on how the
adult can be taught to master 'the magic key' to literacy.
Obviously, such programmes have not attracted the pobr and
illiterate adults, nor have theY convinced them of the value
of literacy in their lives. Two major hurdles faced by adult
literacy efforts are -

(i) the difficulty in motivating illiterate adults

,the problem of sustaining their interest'suffl-,:-1
ciently lOng to hefp them to master the skills of

. literacy. The literacy curridula have so far not
really helped in overãomt these difficulties.

In.recent years there_has been a wider'recognition of
this'inadvoquacy of traditional literacy programmes and of the
need to design.functionally oriented curricula to meet the
requirements of.thb, adult learners' day-to-day concerns on
the one hand end to take into account the national develop-
mental goala,,on the other. In such an approach to the for-
mulation of curricula, adult literacy is seen as an inte4ral
part of the methods of human resource development.

Concept

When conceptualizing the objective(s) of the cur-,
riculum, it is import'ant to reflect the develOpment,
goals and national directives, ,and the needs of the
learners (the people). Such objectives need to be
cleary defined and stated as they provide the basic A
frame of reference in the process of developing the
total curriculum.

.(ii) Process

Adult literacy programmes have to be related to
.

identifiable needs of the groups of leamsers and,
therefore, would ordinarily be preceded by a sur-
vey of such needs. The curriculum development
process, thus, generally includes activities auch

as the study bf environment with special.reference
to the identification of needs and intereS'te of the ,

dommunity and the.learners' profile.

Quite often subjecttspecialists, instructors, and even
dxtension agents are asked to formulate a.curriculum. ilost
frequently, curricula designed in this manner are based upon.
intuition and subjective opinions, and experiences having no
relevance to the realities of the learner-group situations.
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To ensure a meaningful prOgramme, a systematic procedure that
builds gurricula around-,the learners',eveiyday vocabulary and
their familiar activities and concernsvis necessary. An ini- %
tial survey is therefore suggested as an important means 'of
identifying pertinent needs 'of potential learners. Such an
initial survey should take into ac?ount :

- traditional way of life

- needs other than literacy which may,be given pri-
ority by the learners

- sociolcultural values and attitudes of the people

- economic conditions of the'people

- the developmental activities

- the ocqupational strUcture of the community

- existing and potential resources in terms of man-
poihr; technical assistance which could be utilies,1
in planning and organizing the programmes.

A survey helps in deciding an appropriate methodology to,
4 be followed in taking 'the programme to the learners (people)

and facilitating their'paeticipation in the learning activities.
This.wifl.also 110.p in the greater involvement.of people in
deciding,the curriculum content. Constitution of expert curri-
culum groups is anqther modality practised in formulating cur-
ricula particularlY when decisions regarding programme'content
are centralized. The curriculum content, in'fact, provides the
basic frame of reference for determining teaching-learning
materials and activities'as well as, training methodology. The
content,and strategy of órientatig..k-anktraining programme, of
instructors, animators, supervisers and organizers are de-
signed keeping in view the curricula, objectivel and contents.
Curricula,goals and content also provide the'bepch marks'
for monitoring, review and evaluation.

(iii) Methodology

Based on the data and information obtained,-it is
possible to decide how'a relevant curriculum ,could
be formulated to meet the,neegs of the people with-
in the framework of nationally stated.goals. The
information and data based on the survey could also'
help in elaborating the programme content ahd in
arranging learninTsequences; in the identification.

.
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Priorities and objectives

of agencies and experts.who need to be involved in
:gmbimplementing the programme; in the troduction of
Tmaterials/aids which would be required for orga-

nizing teadhing-learning activities; and in.the
, learner groups in Continuing their participation

in sucklearning activities. In other wordb, this \
process is likely to help in deciding appropriate `

mettodology.to reach the learners' objectives
needs. The curriculum, thus designed

- should impartskills in.literady and nuMeracy
,so that self-reliant learning,may take tlace;

- should enable the learners to get a basic un-
derstanding of the,social and physical environ-
meht in.which they wbrkTand live;

,- should develop in the learner attitude of self-
.' reliance and initiativef

- sho4d lead them to(constructive adion;

- should prepare them for parenthood and better
family and community life; 40'

-. should enable them to realize their rights-and
responsibilities.

,
Field Study and Curriculum ,Development

Uting,the broad steps qnuterated above, the Participants
of the Udaitur Workshop selected four areas arOund the city
of Udaipur and dollected basic information necessary to con-
struct-sample curricula. Each of the four areas was visitea.by
by a groUprof participants. Each group devised its own tools
for the collection and analysis of data and Yor the determina-
tion of oEjectives.

While each group followed a specific methocr,for the
elicitation and collection of data, there:was general agree-
ment on the "elements considered essential for curriculum
'cons:tructiorn.""

,As.listed in the Workshop Report the following elements
were consilered essential ;-

.1. Clearly stated fiational goals fOr development and
policies for adult eduaaion: -
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-2. Identifidation of target groups in accordance With .

the national goals.

3. Identification of communities where target groups
are located..

4. Survey of these communities in order to :

i) study the physical, socio-cultural and economic
1 aspects; .

ii) Study the deelopmental needs;

ii,i) identify the developmental inputs already ef-
fected; -

iv) discover the felt and real needy of the com-
munity as a whole and the target-group in
particular;

v) identify factors and problems inhibiting
development;

,

vi) identify agencies and structures responsible
7j= development;

.

vii) identify resources, material and hu n in.the
community.

5. Analysis of the survey data.

6. 'Formulation of curriculum to :
.

i) propose strategies, both educational and de
velopmental to fulfil the rieeds of the comm nity
in general and the target-grOup in particul

ii), translate needs and. strategies intOAearni
,objectives and methodologies;. .

iii) formulate content areas;

iv) delineate tasks to be performed by various

agencies, develop ental and'edudational;

III
v) indicate educatio l inputs and targets in

terms of literacy, awareness'and functionality;
\

.
vi) identify media to be utilized or commissioned. .

for each content and learning unit.
*

.

7. Writing of appropriate materials for each content
and lerning,unit:

,

,

.. .

*, 8. Devising evaluation tools for evaluating the cur-
riculum through the teaching-learning process.
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Sample Curricula

,Within t.he frinework of tht elements listed above and in

Section-2, the four field study groups c6llected information
from the four pre-selected villages situated around the city
of Udaipur. The "information was collected through a quep-
tionaire, face-to-face interviews, observAtibn an0 group

discussion."
At the end of the field study txercise, the four groups

developed sample curricula. Brief examiles from these samples

are given below. In the samples, only fractiçns of the ta-

bular, listings of the four curricula are 4icren as j.11ustra-

tions :
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SAMPLE A

2 3 4 S. 6

Needs and Limitations Obstacles Remedial Measures ( Contents Learners' Objectfves Teaching Striae*:

Oecupariun small
landholding

Rocky and infertile
land

insufficient oppor-
tunity for employ-
ment

ainbition as a result
of cultural tradition

Absence of teal alternatives

No technical know-how

tack of initiative and poor
work habits

Provide knowledge about
agro-based occupations

Provide knowledge of real
alternatives and modern
farming techniques .

Encourage to take initiative
for proper work habits

Maximum us: of resources
available

Developmental projects
for generating employment

60

4

I.

Agro-bascd ocupations
(horticulture, animal F

husbandry, poultry,
dairy farming, agronomy)

Multiple cropping

Co-operative marlcpting

To enable the learners to.
gain knowledge about
agro-based occupations

know real alternatives
and modern farming
techniques

develop skilirto
reaources available

know the development.
al projects going on
for generating employ-
ment

know multiple cropping
and co-operative market-
ing

take initiative (responsi-
bilities')

participate and ccroperate
* in developmental activities

to locate proper employ-
ment opportunities

co-operate with develop-
ine,51610pincies to organize

- 'Works for employment

Discussion through charts
and posters g

v-4
Discussion through charts

Discusdon and group action

Discussion and interview of
Pradhan Panch* and other v.
related agencies
* (Head of Local Self-

Government Unit)

and posters

Dilcussion and observation

Group action

Discussion



SAMPLE B

1 2

Conditions Needs

Health I. Avabbility of Pure
drinking water

4 5

Learning Objectives Contents

6 7

Methodology and Materials, Tools
Learning Techniques and Media

Evaluation

I a) Knowledge of the importance
of pure drinking water

b) Purifying water for thinking

2. Prevention and treat- 2. Knowledge about causes and
ment of malaria prevention of malaria and
and skin diseases skin disauss

3. Improved food 3. a) Knowledge about providing
balanced diet from available
food

b) Protecting food from dirt,
insects anthother

4. Improved pre-natal ,
post-natal care and
child bearing practices

5. Care of personal and
community hygiene
and sanitation

6. To know about the
medical and health
services

c) Improving cooking practices

4. Knowledge of pre-natal, post-
natal care and child bearing
practices

5. a) Knowledge of daily bath,
brushing teeth, keeping the
hair and nails clean and other

b) Having ventilators and
windows in houses

c) Keeping the cattle under
a separate shcd

6. To learn about the availability
of health servkes and medical
facilities

Technique of purifying
water

About insecticides, disease-
causing germs, life cycle of
mosquitoes treatment and
eradication of the diseases

Use of grcen vegetables,
meat, poultry and milk

Use of food containers,
etc.

Improving cooking
technique

Elementary knowledge
of anatomy and
physiology

How to brush the teeth,
advantages otregulaz bath-
ing, etc.

Where to have the
ventilaton

Effect of bad odour and
animal refuges on health

Scheme of medical
services

Location of Primary
Health Centres

Free medical aids

61

Reading materials
Discussion
Demonstration

Learning materials
Discussion
Demonstration

Learning materials
Adaptation from
departmental
publications

Demonstration,
discussion with
resource persons

IChscussion and
demonstration

Demonstration
and discussion

Followiip materials,
stories, etc.

Discussion and
demonstration

Prhners,
Audio-visual aids

Primers
Adaptations from
materials of the
Health Depart-
ment, stories and
other

Demonstration

Audio-visual aids

EvaluatiOn to be
direct as well as in-
direct based-on ques-
'tionnaires and obsei-
vaUons as well as .

discussions

Primers
Andiowisual aids

Soap, citerGWels, Expert group which
tooth-paste may include outside

agencks

Follow-up
materials

Primers
Adaptations from
publications of the
Ministry of Health

Primers
Audio-visual aids

Software developed
by tho resource
persons

Charts and maps,
adaptations limn
departinental
publications



SAMPLE C

Content
Area

1

Learning
Objectives

Content
Specificationit

Teaching-Learning
Materials .

2 3 4

Education (a).To create an understanding i) Eduqational situation in

and appreciation of-the Pai ( name_of village)

role of education in the ii) Education and Develop-

total development of the ment-Relationship

society. iii)

iv)
(b) To introduce, cultivate v)

and sustain literacy and
numeracy skills-besides vi)
creating an awareness vii)
for better environment
and funbtional skills. viii)

ix)

Educational needs of Pai
Primary.Education
Drop-outs,left-outs and
push-outs
Illiteracy- its causes
Literacy and Adult
Education
Adult Education Centres
- non-formal approach
When a boy is educated
an individual is educated;
when a girl is educated;
a family is educated.
Secondary Education
Education imparts skills
in many areas; increased
employment opportunities.
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1. A lesson in a Primer

2. A lesson in a Supple-
mentary Reader..

3. A poster

4. A series of Flash-Cards 5'
with the script

5. A proto-type script in
Eng10.0 for radio
(forMat-talk) which could
be used as a printed
material.to be used
for post-listening
discussions

6. A proto-type script in
English for radio

(format-dialdtue)



SAMPLE D (coned) ,

I
- .a

2 3

4

1

4 5

Needs/Problems Learning
objectives

fAuggested content Linkage Method

6 7

Materials
8 9

Instruction Motivation Follow-tip
EvaluatIon

-.
Mobilizing

resources for
deVelopment

1 To be aware of
the resources
available in
the community

a) to enumerate
resources in the
community

b) To tell realistic-
ally which of
these ITC utilized
or not utilized
fully .

e) To Cxplain why
these resources
are not fully
utilized

2. To undrstand
why the local
cOmmunity has
not progressed
during the last
several years

a) To enumerate
why D.K.G. has
changed slowly
or made little
progress

b) To identify the
problems faced
by the people

e),To explair
possible eauscs

D.K.G. (abbreviation
for name of village)
has many resources
both natural and
human. Some of these
resources arc water,
land, animals, etc.
Some of these arc
utilized; some arc nOt
utilized fully due to
lack of water, aware-
ness, poverty and
social problems

D.K.G. has progr,ss
cd little during the
last several years be:
cause of poverty,
lack of social co-
operation, poor
health habits, etc.

Unavailabilily of
water for irrigation
and drinking

4

Adult eduatioi,
agerm and pco-
ple themselves
including the
learners' groups;
Panchayat (Local
Self-Government
Unit)

Community,
adult education
agency and
Panchayat

I a. Questions and Pictures of Pictures of Reading exercise
answers based resourixs resources on resources
on observation being

utilized

b. Group discus- Reading
dons exercises

,

Pictures of Reading materials
under util- on utilization of
ized resources
resources

2a. Questions and a. Piktures of Pictures of Reading materials
answers D.K,G. more pro- on visit to Udalpur

Reading gresslve
exercises villages

b. Group discus- b. Reading
sions mat crisis;

posters

,'
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c. Pictures
of exist-
ing condi-
tions

,

Series of
pictures in-
dicating
problems

Stories on actual
conditions ip the
village .

Short stories .

s.

Arc the people aware of
existing resources
Oral test

../
Do the people observe
simple ways of utilizing
resources ? Observation

Questions on awareness of
a better condition as seen in
a more progressive village
or town

Are the people aware of
their existing problems?
Instrument and oral ques-
tions and awareness

Can the people tell in a few
sentences why they have
such, problems?



SAMPLE D (cont'd)

1 2

Needs/ Learning

Problems objectives

3 4

Suggested conten't Linkage

5 6 7 8 9

Method
Materials

Instruction Motivationu Follow-up
Evaluation

3. To get acquainted
with possible solo-
tions to the water
problem

a) To explain how the
dim project could
be executed

b) To list reasons why
a darn is needed

c) To enumerate the
benefits that can
be derived from
the dam

d) To explain the
economic uses of
the water which,
may be available

ei To discuss advan-
tages and disadvant-
ages, if any

0 To make tentative
decisions; to pre-
pare a written
plan of action

There ire many solu-
tions, as:

A dam can be construe-
ted

Joint action of the
people, ctc.

To list reasons why
a dam is needed
Thc dam can be used
for irrigation, drinking
water, forestation, ctc.

-
Economic uses such as
mentioned above

L. To gain skills in
planning and carry-
ing out the plan
of actiOn

a) To work out sped-
to imple-

ment plan

41

Somc Advantages are:
increase in production
employment
occupation for women
change in'attitude

Some disadvantages are:
some may lose thelr
land because of thc
dam

Some skills aromeeded
in carrying out the PA
such as: organizing,
planning, leadership,
implementation, eval-
uation ana literacy (3Rs)

The...community , th 3a. Resou'rec
adult education persons
agency, Block/Dis-
trict level function-
aries and the task
groups; Panchayar vb. Discussion

c. Discusan

d. Discussion

c. Disetission

f. Group meet-

IPS

4a. Brain storni-
ing

A series of Related reading Do the people realize thewPiietthu res

hictures exercises need for solving the prob-
captions with onc or lcm of lack of water 7

two sentence Questions and answers
stories

geries of _Pictures of Related thcmc
pictures more pro- reading exer-

gressive vil ciscs
lage with
captions

Series of Pictures to Related reading I.

picturcs in- . indicate the exercises
dicating the future life
benefit of villages

Pictureire- Pictnres on Related reading
garding thc thc uso of materials
use of water water with
with captions questions

Picture of a
dam with
caption

Pictures of Related reading
various uses materials
of water with
onc or two
sentence storics

Picture of a Series of pie,
dam with tures with
captio n caption show-

, ing decision
making pro-
cesses

,

Related storics
or pocms to be
memorized or
recited

Reading excl.. Reading and Related stories
cisc on thc plan writing a or songs

letter
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VZ1

Ct.

Arc the people organized
and ready to carry out
and inflnence the pro-
ject 7 Questions and
answers and observation
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SAMPLF D (cont'd)

1 2 3 4 5 6

Nceds/
Problems

Learning
objectives

Suggestcd content Linkage Method

7 9

b) To organize a com-
mitted task forec
to make prellminarY
contact with the
people

c) To present plans
to the community
and other author
itics for support
and assistance

d) To organize work
group

c) To evoluate pro-
gross from time
to time

'

5. TO gain an under
standing of the
need for -consuming
water resources

a) To tell realistically
the effects

b) To explain how
forcstation can
consume water
in the arca

c) To list possible
vPays of consum-
ing water

Water and other local
and nataral resources
should be consumed

Land erosion; applica-
tion of simple scientific
principles such unlit-
don between vegeta-
tion and rainfall

Proper and improved
ways of irrigation

Task group,
community, adult
education agency

,at Blobk md Distzict
ley*, technician,
task group and
panchayat

Materialt
Instruction Motivation Follow-up

b. Group mect- Pictures of the
big Panchayat

meeting, with
captions

Creative
pocms about
co-operation

-Evaluation

Stories about
good leaders,
songs on a leader

c. Discussion Rcading exer Reading exer Stories about
cisc on the plan else on the the power of the

origin of labourers, dono-
ing and songs of
the village

d. Group meet- Reading exec: Reading Pictures of local
ing Gins and post- matcrials on ancrnational

crs thowing Indian history loaders with
solidarity descsibing co- razted stories

. operation and
unitY for
independence

c. Consultations Pietfires-tbotr.....Reading of Pooins and
- andnoW and crea.tiyeltor songs'

with one'or les by the
two sentence adult !cantors'
stories

sa.Itesource Pictures with Contrasting
persons one or two pictures on

sentences conscrvation
stories show- with one or
ing a dry river two sentence

stories

,Stories on the Do the people actual-
ill-effects of ly.comme water for
over-utilization drinldng and Irrigation?
of water and Improved ways of WI-
forests gation. Observation

b. Question and Pictures with Series of Creative poems
answer captions pictures with and songs

stories

c:"Demonstra- Pictures with Series of
don captions. pictures with

65
stories

Siniplo demon-
stration on the
farm
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SAMPLE D (cont'd)

#

1 , 2 ' 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Needs/ Learning .
Problems objectives

Suggested content Linkage ldethod Materials/
Instruction Motivation Follow-up

Evaluation,
..

d) To discuss how
water can be

. utilized for drink-
ing, irrigation and
industty

Proper distribution of
water among villagers.
Water can change the
life and industries of
the people

,

1,

- , .

66

4

t

t.

Reading
exercises

$

AP

Reading
materials on
the demon-
stration

7
4 . r
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DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHING/LEARNING PROGRAMME

Translating the curriculum

Construction of a curriculum for an adult liter y
programme is not an end in'itself. Once the curric m is
determined, its implementation has to be ensured hrough a
well-planned teaching-learning programme. Alt ugh ain adult,
literacy programme may have a developmenta component, the
implementation of the curriculum depends-on the educational
component. In fact, even the delivery of the developmental
component is linked with the effectiveness of the educational
component. For instance, a successful literacy programme
should impart to the leacner the ability to understand the
developmental needs and available facilities, including al-
ternatives;through hav.yg acquired both literacy skills and
awareness of the availble developmental programmes and facil-
ities. Even without the developmental component, a literacy
programme should, through the educational component, impart
confidence and self-reliance so that the learner may better
perceive flis environment and problems and seek better solu-
tions.

Selection and sequencing of content

In order to,achieve this a currldtlum,has to be converted
into a sequence of teaching-learning activities,based on the,
known principles of selection and sequencing. First of all it
is necessary to find for each objective-activity in the cur-
riculum a content. This is necessary and logical because, in
order to present a concept or an idea or a fact, it is essen-
tial'to identify a 'known' content which would be easily
identified by the learners and to use this content to intro-
duce the concept or idea or fact related to the particular
objective-activity. In any teaching-learning programme the
units of dontent or content-areas can be theoreticglly infi-
nite. gowever, due to constraints of resources and time, it
is not ever.possible to extend a programme indefinitely. It,
therefore, becomes obligatory to chooitl, from a very.large
number, a finite number of necessary164,Nsufficient content-
areas. This is essentially what is meant by selection of
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content-areas. In other words, selection o,f content areas
involves choosing the most.appropriate and optimal number of
content areas to cover the curriculum.

Once the selection of content arlas has been effected,
it is necessary to sequence them in.a,graded fashion to pre-
sent the most efficient learning sequende. For instance,-

grading inilalves that the familiar mu* precede tte unfamiliar,
the simple must come before the abstract and so on% These

basic principles of grading apply both to content (concepts,
_

ideas, eta.) and language.
Let us take the example of literacy. In introducing the

,

letters of the' alphabet, simple dhapes should be taught be-
forecomplicated ones; more frequ'ent letters must come before
the less frequent; single letters before combinations.

.The procedures of selection and'sequencing.are highly
complex and often-need assistance from specialistsfin this

,field.

.
It would be sufficient to poihtut here that the, speci-

fication, sefection and sequencing of:content areas cóhtributes

dirictly to the,Itimplementation of the teaching-learning pro-

gramme as wIll as to. the writing of apmopriate materials for
supporting the sequece of objectives in the curriculum. Un-

less the units or content areas in the.teaching-learning.

programme are adequately ordered, it would be,difficult to

f evelop appropriate materials. t is clear,Ithereforei that'

the total activity from the stptement of general aims to the

development of materials to the implementation and evaluation,

of the programme ts a well-knit and planned process.'
4

4

Content Areas and Learning-Teaching Strategies

There ,is.no single teaching' method which is preeminently

ly suited to adult educatiOn or adult literacy'. In'most situa-

tions the actual,rearning-teaching Strategies employed are
identified and adjusted even as.,4e prograMme is being iMple7

mented. .Thi.ough-experience in kanl, literacy Torogrammes, it

has been discovered that the'convneional'teaching-taught
equation of the formal educational system does not work ef-

fectively in literacy programmesThe,failure of the uni-

'directional teaching method is caused by the fact that the

learners in an adult literacy programme are usually:adults

who are already'performing various, roles in society.,,. It is

difficult for these people to adjust to the slow atomistic
technique of teaching which is characteristic of thb'formal

systems. It becomes necessary, thgrefore to identity learning-

teaching strategies which can satiify the learning heeds of

these learners.
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Mutual Learning

Teacbing/Zgarning graJivii

In most adult literacy programmes the,learning process'
is muli-directional and mutual, Each of the learners is an
individual with unique experiences which provide inValuable
information and knowledge fqr the rest of the group. In this
way the experiences of each individual become learningunits
for-others and each individual leirner learns from the others
adding to his fuhd of experience, iniOrmation and. knowledge.

Group Discussion

Tile most effective method for mutual le is group '

loa discussion where each member ofthe gnoup ge pportunity
to exprss his:.views on a Particular"confent-areas. in addi-

' tion to the sharing of vifews and experiences throUgh this
method,ithe learners also uncover somea3-the crupial pro-
cesses of social inter-action. A discusiion roup-makes a
*group o individuals aware of each Other's vfews and should
ake the realise that there are as many ways of seeing and

.

i, n erpr ting a situation or a problem or a relationship as
the e individuals.'

This,method of learnjg should ultimately lead to'a
sense of tolerance and acco iOn for the, other person's

views and sensibilities. .It-might mentioned that in every
.T.,discussion, either,a chosen individual,from among the group

or-the literacy .worker has'to moderate the discussion. .

Group Meeting .

A variation of the grdup discussion is the group meeting .

.1.inere some Aembers from'the group, turn,1Dr,eSent their
viewS on a partEcular problem or issue which.is.of interest
to the entirp voup. The.group meeting techniqUe is particu-
larly suitabie when the learning activity is directeCI towards

N acticl on a particular issue.'

a

#1'

Brain-StOrming

Wile both'group discussion and group meet4fig techniques .

have pre-determined problenis and iSsues t)ot Are convidered
tby the group, a brain storming session is lAually set up to
discover areas of future learning and action. Brain, storming'
,is best utilize'd when new ideas and interpretations.are re-

.

,q4ired to deal With a problem or a sitution.

, . .
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6arriculum developMent iPliterac

Question-Answer

While the preceding methods are suited to muWal learn-
ing, crtain aspects of literacy instruction require the
literacy worker to act as the motivator or teener. Even inN' such situations, it is always more fruitful to abandon the

' traditional te4ching method in favour of the:question-answer'
method through which the teacher Motivates the learners to
experience the learning situation more effeátively.

Lecture Method

It is very'common i,man adult literacy programme to
intrOduce the learners to individuals whd are specialists in
tlieir, fields of work and who are either directly connected
with the developmental activities in that area, or who are
equipped to transmit some useful information or knowledge to
the.learners. In such cases the inevitable method is the
lecture method. In such cases, it-is always fruitful to follow
up the le8ture wIth a groUp discussion with or witlput the'
presence o.f the lecturer.

sc

Samples from Udaipur

,While'formulating the curricula ttle four 'groups of parti-
cipants in the'Udaipur 14orkshop attempted to list the'various
teaching methods most suitable for the various content areas
identified for a' particular curriculum. Each sample curriculum
given above lists the various methods.

4,*
In sample 'A', for instance, column 6 lists the various

'teaching strategies'. These-are : discussion through cbarts
and posters: discussion and group actiOn; interviews with
various people; group action, etc. Sample '8' adds 'demonstra-
tion'l. and ' discussion with resource person'. Sample"D' '
lists those discussed above and 'observat'ion'.

,

The few methods discutsed atiove'and theSe given in the
sample curricula do not exhaust all the possibilities. A
resourceful and inventive literacy worker may innovate methods
according...to needs. Also, it must' be noted tilat no single
'method is used to the exclusion, of others. iireal.situation
Often requires a judicious miX of tile various Thethdde..

Testing of achievements

It'is hot always possible nor easy to test the achieVe-'
ments of the learners in a literacy programme. The only area
where conventional testing practices can be of some help is'
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Teaching/learng programme

in the area of literacy per se,i.e. for the.skille of ieading,

writing and npmeracy. But even here, testing of the Skills
without testing the content would be purposeless..

Ideally the achievements of the learner§ may be tested
only with reference to. the various changes envisaged by the
curriculum and the .programme. In tfie real sense, achievement ",

can.be, measured only by measuring'the impact that the pro-
gramme has on the community as a whole and (1.11 the.individual
leaxner. The literacy.prOgramme Should ultimately bring about
a basic attitudinal change and awareness in the indMdual.
It.should help him perceive the reality and hit social and
environmental context in a more,meaniagful way. It should
help him perfarm his usles without:fear and freely,.It should
ultimately lead to an improvement In the, quality,of his life
and througti each individual learner to the improvemegt.in the
life.of the total. community.- f

1.
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MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT FOR IMPLEMENTING
THE CURRICULUM

.

MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

Whiletranslating.the goals of the'literacy programme
into.curriculeobjectives is a highly complex and complicated
task, converting the curriculum into'various kinds'of meter-

. ials'is even more complicated. Materials development is a
highly specialised.activity which is essentially a team

- activity involVing several specialists. A materials develop-
ment team,.idtally, should,have on it people from the areas

% of Aevelopment, education, administration, linguistics;
subject-area specialisations, psychology, designing and so on.

Language in Materiais Development

)A 'Crucial and central problem that is faced bi the
materials producer is.that of language. in many countries
in the Region, the question of language bearq a great sig-
nificance. Most of the countries have illiterate populatipns
who speak several varieties of the sNle language or speak .

'different .languages. In most situationg, the national policy
requires that literacy training should eventually lead to
the abiAity to read'and write a particular national ladguage.

Hdwever, it is always eduCationally More efficient to
introduce.literacy through the spoken langua4e of the learners.,
'The materialS producers, therefore, have to attempt to intro-
duce.the fiteracy skills in a Trranner that the learner ay .

learn to read and write the local as wela as the national
language% ,

Kinds.of Materials 7

Given a specific content area'in a" curriculum the first
task for the mdterials.producers is'o determine Whether the
content should be'preseated.thi.ough a single or more then
one kinds of materials. The different lands of materials.,
that are generally recognized as useful for A literasy pro-

.

gramme 'are :
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Materia la development

i. motivational materials

ii. instructional materials
*

in. follow-up materials

iv. media zoft-ware

It should be pointed out hereat n essential
that any one cohtent area should be presented onl through
the one kind of materials. Frequently, one content area needs
to be presented through all the different materials. In the
curriculum sample 'D' listed above, it will be nOticed that
for every content unit all the three kinds of materials
( instructional, motivational, and follow-up)) are indicated.

;
g

Motivational Materials
4

These materials are designed prittlerily to motivate dif-
ferent groups of peopleto participate in the literacy pro-
gramme. While motivational materials for.the actual learner-
groups are essential, sometimes moiivational materials for
other groups like administrators, politicians, educated elite,
local leaders and others are even more important. In. many
cages, m, otivating the influencial non-participant groups
cbntributei directly to the success of he programme.

Instructional Materials'

Instrucy.onal materials ate usually packages of different
sorts that include initla\l primers, work-books, teacher!S
guide, posters, audio-visual aids, etc., that are used during
the contact'programme. These materialiware perhaps the back-
bone Of the entire programme and have to be prepared with
great. care. At the end of thiS Section an.excerpt from an
Indian case study describes the process of developing an in-
structional primer.

Follow-up Material-8

As the term implies these materials ate wri,tten for the
post-literacy stage clueing which the n'ew literate is expected
t6 use .hls literacy skills to add to hi8'knowledge and read 4

for ,pleasure..Writing of foll6w-up uaeria1s is also an im-
C .portant task, becalrse it is essential to facilitate the learner

in his attempt to graduate t5 reading rhe standard available
literature,
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Curricutum development in literacy

Media Soft-ware
'

Media software .does noeconstitute a kind of litercy
material different from the three 'listed above.

It is, in fac special methodology for producing any
of the other thr e ki%s of materials for use in the electro-
nic media such a film, radio and television. Since the use

.
4,

of educational technology has caught the imagi-nation of
educators all 'over the world, adult literacy can also take
advantage ,of the several innpvators,in this 'field.. With the
introduction of educational eatellites, adult literacy may'
tak,e on totally new dimensions for which the materials sup-
port would have to be a.vailable.

The Learner and Materials -)evelopment

As has been already'pointed out above, in an adult
literacy programme the learner plays a pivotal role. In
materials development too, the learner plays an important role,
New and exciting experiments in literacy materials, involving,
the active participation of the learners, are being conducted.
The learners are invited to orally compose materials reflecting
their experiences which are then reduced to writing and used
in :the actual literacy programmes.

7 0 7,



VI. EVALUATION AND REVISION OF CURRICULUM

'..EVALUATING A CURRICULUM

The success or failure of a curriculum depends on s6
many diverse factors that it is almost impossible to identify
any one set of factors that could be utilized for measuring_
the effectiveness of a curriculum. Essentially, no curriculum
can ever be consi:dered ailva finished product because in order
to be reallyt.appropriate a curriculum must be continually ,

evalthited and revised. Paradoxically, the success of Curric-
.- ulum can best be.judged'by whether or not it needs to be

revised; for, if a curriculum and the accompanxing teadhing-
.

learning programme, including the package of materials, are
really effective, then the initial objectives based bn local
needs should undergo a change and be'revised.

Processes ofevaluation and revi sion

The processes of evaluation and-revision ale cyclic1=-.
beginning with the-elcisting curriculum and leading to.a re-
vised curriculum which in turn goes through the cycle yieldiag'
another revised cUrriculum. In fact, evalpation and.revision
of a curriculum is the evaluation and revision of th:.?rocess
of curriculum construction which is essentlallk very
procedure. In,thissense, curriculum constructiOn is a scien-
tific activity.

Methods of evaluation

. A, literacy curriculumsmay be evaluated for the purposes of
4 revision in at least two different ways:

i. Through the evaluation of achievement or t6Sting
of the individual learner or learners,

2. Through elialuating the changes that are evidenced
,- by the community as a whole as a result of the

adult literacy programme in terms of the needs'
identified earlier..
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'Cur'riculum development in literacy

Evaluation of the individual learner or learners is
relati';rely easier and quicker and can be carried out at several
several stages during the programme. Evaluation of the commu-
nity is far more complex and difficult to carry out until the
end of the programa: However, both kinds of evaluation listed
aLove can' be used tO revise the-Curriculum in the light of
the findings in eath case. Both kinds of evaluation have a
role to.play in the process of.revision. While-the first
kind can provide the basis for 'mid-course' correction, the
second kind affords an opportunity forscharting a fresh
course of'action.

ING A CURRICULUM

The process of revision of.a Curriculum depends upon the
sere kinds of activities that go into the constructibn of a
curriculum. For any effective revision the procedures of col-
lecting data, fanalysing data, identifying needs, prbblems,
etc. have to be followed. In the case of revision, the proce-
dures become a little more complicated because it is not the
identification of a new situation but that of identifying :the
Wrong data, its analysis and ether Tactors involved in the
ihitial exercisb. It is because of these complications That
on-going evaluation and revision of a curriculum is.to be
preferred to a final evaluation and revi'sion.

Most adult literacy programmes have a componept of eva-
.luation. Also, most evaluation procedures, in the Pinal
analysis, evaluate the curriculuM which is the foundation of
any programme.

, THE UDAIPUR VIEW-POINT

The Panel.discuss,i.on on Curriclaum Development at-the
Udaipur Workshop considered,the question of evaluation. The
following excerpt summarizes the thinking ai the Workshop

Evaluation .

Evaluation can be perceived as?a support Mechanism for
constant impiovement in the curriculum desiqn. It'was pointed
out that'the%evaluation of the curriculum-can be carried out
in two ways :

a) through a constant monitoring process whiOtwill
help to introduce necessary changes,In learnirig
sequences,' in media and materials 'used and in-'
teaching-learning:techniques frOm:time to time.
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Evaluation and 'revision

b) a final evaluation.towardp the end on Completion of

the programme, to assess the tdtal effectiveness of

the programme.

Evaluation of curridUla or the Programme should take
into account a number of asPects, such as :

management of the programme
, .
- achievement or otherwise of the national objectives _l-

and the learners' priority needs r
T. effectiveness of the materials used

impact of the programme on the learners' attitudes and

and behavioural changes,

- changes in the outlddk of the learners in the
perspective of new ideas introdUced through the
programme.

- major problems, if any, which need to be considered

in reviewing the planning and imiNnentation of the
progrmme and thereby effecting-improvement for its

better implementation.

There is need for experimentation and innoyation in
curriculum formulation to integrate literacy skills and cap-

-abilities of people for participating in and.benefiting from
.developmental programmes which generally are planned to sub=

serve their interests and meet some of their basic needs for

better living. Curriculum design should be taken into account

in developing basIc teaching-leakning materials; in produc-

tion and use oftiotivational and follow-up materials; in,

devising teaching aids and media materials; and in making
an overall assessment of the programme.

The ability to read and write, is not an end in itself

but a means of communication, of acquiring useful skills and

knowledge.Thusaiteracy must be geared_ to further the aims

/ of social and economic progress leading to the dOelopment
'of the individual, -the local community and the nation. The

content of adult literacy progxammes is generally less crys-

tallized and its formulation.in national programmes may often

be a pioneering venture.
In literacy programmes linked to meet na.tonal develop-

ment goals the main focus should be tlie man. Im ovement of

his capabilities to meet his,needs and to,overcome problems
and obstacles ought to be the major consideiation.
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